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Consolidated Financial Highlights

OMMM NVVV

Operating results (in millions of RMB)

Pre-tax profit 6,836 6,603

Interest income 147,110 141,908

Interest expense 102,150 104,677

Non-interest income 14,282 13,486

Non-interest expense 31,410 28,343

Assets and Liabilities (in millions of RMB)

Total assets 3,168,011 2,903,922

Bills discounted and loans 1,411,352 1,529,096

Total liabilities 3,004,549 2,755,540

Customer deposits 2,230,046 1,984,910

Bonds issued 7,268 8,650

Owner's equity 163,462 148,382

Capital & reserves 158,882 143,958

After-tax profit 4,580 4,424

Indicative ratios (%)

Pre-tax profit/Total assets 0.23 0.23

Pre-tax profit/Owner's equity 4.38 4.53

Profit from overseas/Total profit 68.59 83.51

Interest income/Total income 90.12 90.97

Interest expense/Total expense 65.31 70.07

Renminbi assets/Total assets 41.18 39.92

Overseas assets/Total assets 30.45 32.26

Notes: 1. The above figures cover all the Bank's branches, wholly-owned subsidiary banks and companies.

2. Interest income includes interest income from loans, bonds and interbank items.

3. Interest expense includes interest expense on deposits, bonds issued and interbank items.
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Our Mission

The Bank of China aims to become one of

the world's leading international banks

We intend to exploit our competitive advantage

in each of the markets in which

we operate

We shall accomplish our goals by helping

our clients to achieve theirs
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CHEN Muhua

Honorary Chairperson of the Board
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LIU Mingkang

Chairman and President
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Message from the Chairman and President

The year 2000 marks a watershed for the Bank of China. We have a vision of becoming

one of the world's leading international banks and the strategy for achieving that goal. We are

pushing ahead with our preparations to face the increasing challenges from globalisation, to

meet international standards of corporate governance and expectations of potential investors.

Operational results

The Bank's consolidated pre-tax profit rose by 3.5% to RMB6.8 billion (US$821.4 million).

This reverses the downturn that started in 1997 and extended through 1999 as a result of the

Asian financial crisis.

This turnaround does, of course, reflect the general improvements which we have seen

in both the world economy and Chinese economy during the past year. More significantly, there

have been important improvements in the underlying performance of the Bank, which stem directly

from the reforms that we recently introduced. This has reinforced the Board's conviction that

we are pursuing the right strategy. I would like to draw a few of these trends to your attention:

� our net operational income before provisions is growing strongly;

� the profitability of our domestic business and investment banking has improved;

� the integration of our corporate and retail banking business has enabled us significantly

to improve our service;

� we have won important new business both from high-growth Chinese corporations and

multinationals;

� we have done exceptionally well in attracting Renminbi corporate deposits;

� our Renminbi lending to corporate customers and fee-based business is steadily increasing;

� our retail business is expanding rapidly; and

� our investment banking business is gaining momentum.

Although these are the key points, I am sure that you will be interested to see the additional

details and analysis given in the new 'Financial Review', which covers the past two years. It

shows that we are making good progress in improving our information disclosure and enhancing

transparency. For example, in this section we show the effect of the new five-grade loan classification

on the balance of our non-performing loans. This method reflects the asset quality more accurately

than the traditional way. Under this more stringent system, the balance of non-performing loans
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declined. In each of the next three years, we intend to provide additional information as we

move to international accounting standards in our reporting.

Our strategy

In last year's Annual Report, on taking over the Chairmanship of the Bank, I emphasised

the rapid pace of change in the banking market. Already the massive restructuring of Chinese

industry is generating demand for a whole new series of services and products, while economic

and social reforms, together with rising level of standards of living, are creating new markets

for consumer loans and personal financial products. Following China's accession to the WTO

there will not only be substantial increases in trade, but also in the levels of inward and outward

investments, which will bring with them even greater changes - and certainly more intense competition.

We have, therefore, embarked on a concerted effort to revamp the Bank through further

restructuring, improving the quality of our management and sustained business development.

Our strategy has two main prongs. The first is to build up a new system of corporate governance

that will progressively enable us to operate as a truly commercial and international bank. The

second is to exploit our competitive advantages and develop new, profitable business.

Since February 2000, the main thrust of our reforms has been centred on the establishment

of good corporate governance and the culture needed to sustain it. We began by creating

new decision-making structures and processes that are based on objective assessments and

transparency. Both our Head Office and domestic branches have established due diligence

groups, risk management committees and procurement committees. These changes enable

us to ensure that our due diligence procedures are independent and reliable, and that decisions

on granting loans and procurement are soundly based and taken collectively.

In our efforts to build up corporate governance, we have been greatly assisted by the establishment

of our new Supervisory Board, chaired by Mr. CUI Leiping. This Board was established by

the State Council in August 2000, at the same time that similar boards were set up in the other

state-owned commercial banks. We are very pleased to have our new Supervisory Board, which

plays a constructive role in overseeing our operations during the period in which we are preparing

for the full commercialisation of the Bank's operations. I would like to take this opportunity

to express my sincere gratitude to Mr. LI Fei, the Chairman of the former Board of Supervisors,

and his colleagues for all the work they have done for the Bank.

The other part of strategy, of course, concerns our business development. During the year

we have made strong headway both at home and abroad, which is reported in the individual

sectors of this report. We have also consolidated and streamlined our business, cutting some
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5,200 jobs from the payroll of our domestic branches and a further 400 overseas. The essential

improvement has been that our operations have become more client-focused, with innovative

products and services being introduced to the market.

The way ahead

In 2000, we embarked on the revamping of our operations. As we intend to complete this

task within 3 years, the current year is a crucial one in the implementation of our plans. We

are monitoring progress on every issue and, where necessary, devoting more resources to

implementation.

We believe that our ambitious targets can only be achieved if we have a dynamic interplay

between innovative professional staff and the support of first rate information systems. We are,

therefore, continuing to invest heavily in both.

To encourage our staff to give of their best, we have defined clearly the personal responsibilities

of all of our managers and set performance targets for them. These are linked to a bonus system,

which is geared towards rewarding those who perform well. In parallel, we are creating new

training programmes with distinguished universities and institutes in China and abroad. Our

staff recognises our commitment in helping them to acquire the skills for modern banking in

the international market place.

The rapid upgrading of information technology is vital for the survival and advancement

of our Bank. By the middle of next year we will have centralised our systems in China and

within three years we shall have a globally unified and dynamic management information system.

These developments will considerably sharpen our competitive edge.

In growing our domestic business, we shall continue to focus on quality clients with

considerable strength in growth sectors. This will help raise the quality of our assets and

increase our fee-based business in those areas in which we have competitive advantages,

such as international clearing, settlement and foreign exchange business. At the same time,

we shall develop such new lines of business as custody, asset management and insurance,

and also push ahead with expanding our retail lending business and widening the range

of financial services for our retail customers.

Following the recent opening of branches in Johannesburg and Kuala Lumpur, our overseas

network now extends to 24 countries and regions around the world. Our aim is that the business

will grow through exploiting the synergies between our domestic and international business.

The introduction of matrix management to our overseas branches will greatly strengthen their

ability to develop new lines of business and serve new clients. Our investment banking arm,
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the Bank of China International, will play a key part in our expansion by focusing on large

restructuring and IPO projects. It will open up new markets by establishing strategic alliances

with leading international investment banks and by building up its own global distribution network.

The most important development overseas in the medium term will be in Hong Kong,

where we are the second largest banking group. The restructuring of our operations there will

be finished by the end of 2001. We shall then have a new Hong Kong-registered bank that will

operate under one brand name. Some distinguished international businessmen are already acting

as advisors to the new Bank and will soon take up their appointments as non-executive directors

of its Board. The changes in the way we operate in Hong Kong will have special implications

for the overall development of the Bank. We are currently considering the best method and timing

for tapping the capital markets.

As we expand our business, the effective management of our risks becomes even more

important. We are, therefore, going to further improve our risk management by beginning to

implement the requirements proposed in the new Basel Capital Accord. We are determined to

reduce the rate of non-performing loans year by year. I believe that the problem of non-performing

loans will be solved substantially in the not too distant future.

The outlook

The outlook for the global economy is less rosy than it had been a year ago. There is

still much debate amongst economists about the extent of the slow-down and the impact that

it will have on different regions. There is, however, a broad consensus that China's growth over

the next few years will be less dependent on export-led growth than that of other Asian countries.

This is largely because of the continuing success of the Chinese Government in stimulating

the domestic economy.

In these circumstances, I do not believe that it is possible to make reliable estimates of

the Bank's profitability at the end of 2001. I am confident, however, that the new policies we

are pursuing will enable us to improve our overall effectiveness and competitiveness.

Although we have made good progress in 2000, much still remains to be done and done

quickly. Over the next five years we shall make a determined effort to build the Bank of China

into a truly commercial bank that is increasingly active overseas. Within the next decade we

believe that through recapitalisation, mergers and acquisitions the Bank will emerge as one of

the major players in the international banking community.
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Board changes

During 2000, there were a number of changes in the membership of the Board of Directors

and our executive team. Mr. YANG Huiqiu, our Vice Chairman, has retired. Mr. JIANG Zuqi,

Vice Chairman, Mr. ZHAO Ange, Executive Vice President and Ms. WANG Lili, Executive

Assistant President, have all left the Bank to take up other important appointments elsewhere.

On behalf of the Board of Directors, I would like to thank them for their important contributions

to the Bank over the years.

Following these and other changes in the Bank, Mr. SUN Changji has been appointed

Vice Chairman of the Board, while Mr. HE Guangbei has been promoted to Executive Vice

President. Mr. LI Zaohang, formerly Vice President of the China Construction Bank and Mr.

ZHOU Zaiqun, formerly General Manager of the Beijing Branch of the Industrial and Commercial

Bank of China, have joined us as Executive Vice Presidents. In addition, Ms. ZHANG Yanling

has returned from heading our Milan Branch to be Executive Assistant President. These appointments

have strengthened our management team and brought fresh ideas into the Bank.

In conclusion, my colleagues on the Board and I would like to express our deep gratitude

to all our staff for the very positive way in which they responded to the changes that have been

introduced. Their enthusiasm augurs well for the future of the Bank of China.

LIU Mingkang
Chairman and President
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Top Management

LIU Mingkang

Chairman and President

SUN Changji

Vice Chairman and Executive Vice President

LIU Jinbao

Vice Chairman
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ZHANG Yanling

Executive Assistant President

ZHOU Zaiqun

Executive Vice President

HE Guangbei

Executive Vice President

LI Zaohang

Executive Vice President

HUA Qingshan

Executive Vice President

PING Yue

Managing Director
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Chairman of the Supervisory Board

Mr. CUI Leiping, who is 54 years of age, graduated from Peking University in

1970 and was later awarded an MBA by the China-Europe International Business

School in Shanghai. He was appointed Director-General of the China National

Audit Office's Xi'an Bureau in 1989. In 1991, he became Director-General of

its Shanghai Bureau. Since July 2000, he has been Chairman of the Supervisory

Board of the Bank of China.

CUI Leiping
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Our Strategy

Our strategy is based on exploiting our competitive advantages, effectively allocating resources

and directing operations through a robust system of corporate governance. Corporate governance will

play a key part in focusing our efforts on ways to develop our business and in ensuring that we have the

resources to implement our strategy.

Good Corporate Governance

Business development

We aim to create integrated corporate and retail banking business based on an advanced IT system.

For corporate customers and financial institutions, we shall provide a full range of services, including

deposits, loans, fee-based business, foreign exchange transactions and investment banking. To meet

the varying needs of individual customers we shall create comprehensive services based on the use of

our Great Wall cards. At the same time, we shall strengthen the links between our corporate and retail

operations so as to further develop our business.

Decision-making

At home and abroad we shall establish due diligence teams and risk management committees.

They will conduct independent reviews of credit applications and ensure that credit is granted on the

basis of sound criteria. Our sizeable procurement of goods and services will be dealt with in a similar

manner.

Accounting and transparency

To provide a sounder basis for our operations we shall produce financial statements in accordance

with the prudent and generally accepted international accounting principles. We shall also enhance the

transparency of our business by making timely and accurate disclosures of information.

 Responsibilities and incentives

We shall clearly define responsibilities and set performance targets for each employee and introduce

for all of our staff a bonus system that is geared towards rewarding strong performers.

15
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Human resources

Our human resources management system will be improved so that we can respond to rapid

market changes. We shall create new training programmes to build up innovative and enterprising

teams who understand well international banking. We shall also develop a corporate culture in which

we value our staff and they, in turn, value our customers.

Board of Directors

We shall establish a Board of Directors with the authority and responsibilities to direct the

operations of the Bank in keeping with the best practices of corporate governance.

Competitive Advantages

In our efforts to develop the Bank of China into a leading international bank, we believe that we

have four important and sustainable competitive advantages-our widespread overseas network, our

deep roots in all aspects of the foreign exchange business, the strength of our investment banking

business and the substantial number of talented staff we have who are well-versed in international

banking. These advantages, combined with the rapid development of our IT network, give us the

ability to provide the quality of service to clients that will sustain the momentum of our business

development.

Widespread overseas network

The Bank of China has a substantial international network, which clearly distinguishes us from

other Chinese commercial banks. We account for 80% of the branches and institutions of all Chinese

financial institutions abroad. We are the second largest banking group in Hong Kong and have 79 other

branches, subsidiaries and representative offices in 23 countries and regions across the globe.

Foreign exchange business

The Bank of China is pre-eminent in foreign exchange business. We hold 48.7% of China's

foreign currency deposits and provide 58.4% of foreign currency loans. In New York our branch is a

major clearer of US dollars.

Investment banking

 Our wholly-owned subsidiary, the Hong Kong-registered Bank of China International (BOCI),

has established itself as China's most successful investment bank abroad, with the longest history,

16
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largest assets under management, broadest distribution network and strongest professional team.

In Hong Kong, the BOCI is a leading player in syndicated loans, the Mandatory Provident Fund

and retail brokerage.

Quality and experience of staff

The international role of the Bank has long made it possible to attract many of the most

talented people entering the industry. Because of our extensive operations overseas, we have a

greater number of staff than any other bank who are knowledgeable about international banking,

operating in competitive markets and managing the risks.

With our long experience in international banking, we are already able to offer our clients a

range of innovative products and services. Nevertheless, to ensure that we maintain our competitive

edge we are investing heavily in IT and the development of new products and services in order to

keep among the best.

 We are focusing our efforts on meeting the rapidly changing needs of our clients:

� we are servicing corporate customers through a team, which combines our investment

and commercial banking expertise, in order to give them access to the full range of our

financial services;

� we are combining our domestic and overseas banking services in order to help

multinationals to grow their business in China and to support Chinese companies going

abroad;

� we are combining our retail and corporate banking services so that we can introduce our

growing range of retail products to employees of our corporate clients;

� we are providing services that appeal respectively to traditional banking customers and to

those who prefer e-banking.

We believe that by providing service in this way we shall be able to meet the needs of our

customers and grow our business strongly.

17
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Domestic foreign exchange business
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Financial Review

Overview

For the year ended 31 December 2000, the Bank of China and its wholly-owned subsidiaries (hereinafter

collectively referred to as the Group) realised a pre-tax profit of RMB6.84 billion (US$826.3 million)

and an after-tax profit of RMB4.58 billion (US$553.3 million), both registering increases of 3.5% over

the previous year. The Bank of China (the parent bank) realised a pre-tax profit of RMB5.94 billion

(US$717.6 million) and an after-tax profit of RMB3.98 billion (US$480.8 million), both registering increases

of 36.9%.*

The Group's return on assets (pre-tax profit/average balance of assets) was 0.23%, the same level

as the previous year, and its return on net assets (pre-tax profit/average balance of net assets) was 4.38%,

down 0.15 of a percentage point. The two indices for the parent bank were 0.22% and 3.84%, an increase

of 0.05 and 0.81 of a percentage point respectively.

By the end of 2000, the Group operated from 12,968 locations on the Chinese mainland, a decrease

of 1,401 over the previous year. The number of staff was reduced by 5,255, bringing the total figure

down to 192,279. The Group had 303 overseas locations, 7 less than that in the previous year. The number

of overseas employees decreased by 467 to 10,791.

Assets and Liabilities

As of 31 December 2000, the Group's total assets and liabilities stood at RMB3,168 billion (US$382.7

billion) and RMB3,004.5 billion (US$362.9 billion), up 9.1% and 9.0% respectively from 1999; and

the owner's equity reached the equivalent of RMB163.5 billion (US$19.8 billion), an increase of 10.2%.

Total assets of the parent bank amounted to the equivalent of RMB2,893.3 billion (US$349.5 billion),

an increase of 10.5%; its liabilities totalled the equivalent of RMB2,730.5 billion (US$329.8 billion),

up 10.5%; the owner's equity rose to the equivalent of RMB162.9 billion (US$19.7 billion), up 10.9%.

The main changes in the Group's assets and liabilities were as follows:

� Due from banks rose by 20.5% to RMB770.5 billion (US$93.1 billion). This was mainly due

to the increase of deposits in foreign currencies, part of which were placed with foreign banks.

� Securities holdings increased by 62.1% to RMB662.1 billion (US$80.0 billion). The main

reasons were the increase of foreign currency deposits, part of which were used to purchase

foreign currency bonds, and the receipt of RMB160 billion (US$19.3 billion) worth of

bonds issued by the Orient Asset Management Company after non-performing assets had

been taken over by it.

*All increases and decreases mentioned in this section are comparisons between year-end 2000 and year-end 1999.
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� Provisions for investment losses rose by 873.7% to RMB2.2 billion (US$265.8 million).

This reflected a widening of the scope for calculating provisions and the increase in the percentage

allowed for provisions for investment losses from 0.3% to 1%.

� Loans and overdrafts decreased by 7.5% to RMB1,377.8 billion (US$166.4 billion). This was

due to the carve-out of non-performing assets to the Orient Asset Management Company and

the write-off of bad loans.

� Due to Central Bank dropped by 75.2% to RMB22.3 billion (US$2.7 billion). The main reason

was that the Bank repaid a large amount of borrowings from the People's Bank of China (the

Central Bank) when non-performing assets were transferred to the Orient Asset Management

Company.

Earnings

Interest income and expense

Interest income At year-end, the Group's interest income stood at RMB147.1 billion (US$17.8 billion),

an increase of 3.7% over the previous year. The main reasons for the changes in interest income were

as follows:

� The interest income from bonds rose mainly due to the receipt of RMB160 billion (US$19.3

billion) worth of bonds issued to the Bank by the Orient Asset Management Company.

� As the interest rate rose in the international interbank lending market, the Bank increased its

lending to foreign banks and its securities holdings in foreign currencies, which significantly

pushed up the related interest income.

� The decrease in interest income from loans was mainly attributable to two factors. Firstly, the

Central Bank lowered the Renminbi lending rates on 20 June 1999, bringing down the interest

rates on Renminbi loans. Secondly, the average outstanding balance of loans declined during

the year.

� The Ministry of Finance stipulated that, starting from 1 January 2000, interest accruals for loans

due after more than six months cannot be recognised in the Profit and Loss Account. This resulted

in the decrease of the interest income from loans.

Interest expense The Group's total interest expense reached RMB102.2 billion (US$12.3 billion), down

2.4%. This decline reflected the overall decrease of Renminbi deposit rates. Meantime, the increase in

current deposits, with relatively lower cost, accounted for a larger proportion of the total increase in

customer deposits, thus reducing Renminbi interest expense. Furthermore, after the transfer of non-performing

loans to the Orient Asset Management Company, the Bank repaid a large amount of borrowings from

the Central Bank, which reduced the interest expense accordingly.

Net interest income Movements in interest rates and changes in interest-bearing assets and liabilities

caused the Group's net interest income to rise by 20.8% to RMB45 billion (US$5.4 billion). The net

interest income of the parent bank stood at RMB38.6 billion (US$4.7 billion), an increase of 32.3%

over the previous year. The breakdown was as follows:
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The Interest Income and Expense of the Bank of China

and Its Wholly-owned Subsidiaries

in millions of RMB

OMMM NVVV fåÅêÉ~ëÉ EBF

Interest income 147,110 141,908 5,202 3.7

Interest expense 102,150 104,677 -2,527 -2.4

Net interest income 44,960 37,231 7,729 20.8

Average balance of interest-bearing assets* 2,847,507 2,677,646 169,861

Average interest rate on interest-bearing assets(%)* 5.17 5.30 -0.13

Average balance of interest-bearing liabilities* 2,736,083 2,568,472 167,611

Average interest rate on interest-bearing liabilities(%)* 3.73 4.08 -0.35

Average interest margin(%) 1.44 1.22 0.22

The Interest Income and Expense of the Bank of China

in millions of RMB

OMMM NVVV fåÅêÉ~ëÉ EBF

Interest income 126,059 118,324 7,735 6.5

Interest expense 87,462 89,141 -1,679 -1.9

Net interest income 38,597 29,183 9,414 32.3

Average balance of interest-bearing assets 2,550,855 2,358,201 192,654

Average interest rate on interest-bearing assets(%) 4.94 5.02 -0.08

Average balance of interest-bearing liabilities 2,467,108 2,276,745 190,363

Average interest rate on interest-bearing liabilities(%) 3.55 3.92 -0.37

Average interest margin(%) 1.39 1.10 0.29

*Average balance of interest-bearing assets refers to the average of the balances of due from Central Bank,due from banks, bills discounted,
loans and overdrafts and securities.

*Average interest rate on interest-bearing assets=interest income/average balance of interest-bearing assets� 100%.

*Average balance of interest-bearing liabilities refers to the average of the balances of due to Central Bank, due to banks, customer deposits
and bonds issued.

*Average interest rate on interest-bearing liabilities=interest expense/average balance of interest-bearing liabilities� 100%.
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Quality of Loans and Provisions

Quality of loans

In 1999, the Bank began to classify its loans according to the five-grade loan classification system

laid down by the Central Bank. At the end of 2000, the quality of loans of the Group was as follows:

The Quality of Loans of the Bank of China and Its Wholly-owned

Subsidiaries

in millions of RMB

At 31 December OMMM NVVV

Balance Proportion(%) Balance Proportion(%)

Performing 710,722 51.90  652,846 43.70

Special-mention 264,491 19.32  253,297 16.96

Non-performing 394,017 28.78  587,768 39.34

Including: Substandard 137,013 10.01  205,321 13.74

Doubtful 200,140 14.62  294,127 19.69

Loss 56,864 4.15 88,320 5.91

Total 1,369,230 100  1,493,912 100

Note: Total loans in the table excluded the balance of credit card overdraft.

The balance of the Group's non-performing loans at the end of 2000 was RMB394 billion (US$47.6

billion), a decrease of RMB193.7 billion (US$23.4 billion). The rate of non-performing loans dropped

10.6 percentage points to 28.8%.

Provisions

The Group's provisions made during 2000 increased by 36.3% to RMB21.8 billion (US$2.6 billion).

There were two main reasons for the increase:

� Domestic branches and offices wrote off more interest accruals and made larger provisions

for bad accounts.

� The percentage allowed for provisions for investment losses made by domestic branches and

offices increased and the scope for calculating provisions was expanded.

In 2000, the Group wrote off additional bad loans and bad accounts. The write-offs were RMB28

billion (US$3.4 billion), an increase of RMB14.8 billion(US$1.8 billion), and the year-end balance of

provisions for bad loans and bad accounts decreased RMB8.2 billion to RMB31.7 billion (US$3.8 billion),

accounting for 2.3% of total loans and overdrafts.
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The Provisions for Bad Loans and Bad Accounts of the Bank of China

and Its Wholly-owned Subsidiaries

in millions of RMB

OMMM NVVV

Balance at beginning of year 39,945 37,263

Provisions made during the term 19,810 15,870

Write-offs 28,040 13,188

Balance at year-end 31,715 39,945

Capital Adequacy Ratio

The Bank of China's capital adequacy ratio and core capital adequacy ratio was calculated in accordance

with the relevant regulations of the Central Bank. The capital adequacy ratio is the ratio of total capital

to total risk assets, while the core capital adequacy ratio refers to the ratio of core capital to total risk

assets. Core capital refers to the sum of net assets after deducting 50% of the total of equity investments

and bad loans that have not been written off. Total capital refers to the sum of core capital, various

provisions and bonds issued with maturity of five years or more after deducting 50% of the total of

equity investments and bad loans that have not been written off.

At the end of 2000, capital adequacy ratio of the Bank of China was 8.31%, down 1.49 percentage

points, and its core capital adequacy ratio was 8.16%, down 0.72 of a percentage point. The decrease

of the capital adequacy ratio was mainly due to the increase of risk-weighted assets.

Capital Adequacy Ratio of the Bank of China

in millions of RMB

At 31 December OMMM NVVV

Core capital 141,429 126,432

Total capital 143,869 139,482

Risk assets 1,732,262 1,423,286

Core capital adequacy ratio(%) 8.16 8.88

Capital adequacy ratio(%) 8.31 9.80
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Restructuring

Domestic Operations

To enable us to grow effectively as a city-based bank we are continuing to streamline our domestic

operations.

In 2000, we focused on restructuring those loss-making outlets with no growth potential. During

the year, we closed 123 county level sub-branches and downgraded another 18. At the same time, we

relocated 505 branches and offices of all kinds into the economically developed regions and other

important cities. As a result of these changes, the total number of our domestic outlets at year-end had

declined by 1401, with staff number dropping by 5,222.

In 2001, there will be many more closures and mergers of offices below the county level. In

urban areas we are also consolidating our network to improve cost-effectiveness, while at the same

time offering a wider range of e-banking services.

BOC Group in Hong Kong

We have embarked upon a major restructuring of our operations in Hong Kong. It is timely, not

only because competition is increasing, but also because in the light of its long experience of operating

in Hong Kong the Group is ready for change. The restructuring will bring many benefits to our customers

and to the Bank of China itself.

At the heart of the restructuring is the establishment of a new Hong Kong-registered bank, which

is provisionally called the Bank of China (Hong Kong) Co., Ltd.. It will comprise the Bank's Hong

Kong Branch, the Hong Kong branches of the seven banks registered in Beijing (i.e. Sin Hua Bank

Ltd., Kincheng Banking Corp., Yien Yieh Commercial Bank, China State Bank Ltd., China & South

Sea Bank Ltd., Kwangtung Provincial Bank, National Commercial Bank Ltd.) and the two banks

registered in Hong Kong (Po Sang Bank Ltd. and Hua Chiao Commercial Bank Ltd.). While remaining

separate legal entities, Nanyang Commercial Bank Ltd. and Chiyu Banking Co., Ltd. will become

subsidiaries of the new Bank.
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 The restructuring will make it possible for us to tidy up the equity structure of the Group, introduce

modern corporate governance and reform the overall management of the new Bank's business. There

will be considerable economies of scale through the streamlining of the branch network and the

centralising of back-office operations. As a Hong Kong-registered bank, our new Bank will be under

the rigorous supervision of the Hong Kong Monetary Authority, in the same way as other international

banks operating in Hong Kong. Above all, we shall be able to improve the service we give to our

customers and be an even stronger stabilising force in the local economy.

Three highly experienced international businessmen have accepted our invitation to join the

board of the new Bank as non-executive directors. They are Mr. C. C.Tung, Mr. Peiyuan Chia, and Mr.

Weijian Shan. Mr. Tung is Chairman and CEO of Orient Overseas (International). From 1993 to 1995

he served as Chairman of the Hong Kong Shipowner's Association. Mr. Chia is a director of both the

American International Group and Baxter International. Until 1996 he served as Vice Chairman and a

Director of Citicorp and Citibank, where he had been responsible for global consumer business and

was Citibank's senior customer and government contact in Asia. Mr. Shan is Managing Director of

Newbridge Capital, which purchased 50% of Korea First Bank in 1999. Before joining Newbridge he

was Managing Director of J.P. Morgan and had earlier been a professor at the Wharton School.

 The restructuring plan has been approved by the State Council and the People's Bank of China.

The Hong Kong Monetary Authority has already approved the plan in principle. We have also received

support from the relevant overseas regulatory authorities, including the U.S. Federal Reserve Board,

the U.S. Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, the Singapore Monetary Authority, the British

Financial Services Authority and the Central Bank of Russia.

 To enable us to achieve the high goals we set for this major project, we engaged leading

international management consultants, legal advisors, financial advisors and auditors through public

competitive bidding. The work is proceeding steadily on all fronts. We expect the restructuring to be

completed within 2001.
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Domestic Business

Overview

In 2000, China's economy continued to grow steadily. GDP rose by 8% and consumer prices by

only 0.4%. The inflow of foreign direct investment remained strong, with a slight increase bringing the

total for the year to US$40.7 billion. Foreign trade returned towards the higher growth rates of recent

years. Exports rose by 27.8% and imports by 35.8%, bringing total volume of exports and imports to

US$474.3 billion.

The financial sector maintained its growth momentum. Money supply grew moderately fast and

bank deposits and loans increased steadily. The loan structure of banks continued to improve, while

consumer demand picked up again. The capital market was brisk and investors had a wider range of

choices when placing their money.

These developments facilitated the growth of both our corporate and retail banking business. In

both sectors we introduced innovative new products and improved the speed and convenience of our

services. As a result, we were able to increase our domestic banking business, despite the fact that competition

continued to intensify.

In the corporate sector, our market research showed that the continuing reform of the Chinese economy

is rapidly transforming the banking requirements of Chinese corporations. We responded by focusing

on those areas of business in which we have a sustainable competitive advantage. This led us to do

all we could to establish full-banking relationships with successful Chinese companies in the telecoms,

IT, electric power, oil and transportation sectors, and with major multinationals investing in China. Given

our relatively small market share of Renminbi deposits, we know that we are not able to offer the lowest

lending rates in local currency. We do believe, however, that within our chosen target sectors we are

able to offer an unrivalled range of products and quality of service.

Over the next few years, we also expect to see equally important changes in our retail banking

market in China. The changes will be driven by the requirements of our increasingly well-off and demanding

customers. They not only want a wider range of banking services, but also want them to be more easily

accessible. At the same time, however, our clients are increasingly segmented, between those who prefer

traditional styles of banking and those who favour e-commerce.

Since the beginning of 2000 we have been stepping up our efforts to meet these different needs

by developing an integrated personal financial system, based on our Great Wall bank cards. The growth

in our retail business in the face of increasing competition reflects our success in judging and anticipating

the needs of our customers about the services they want.

`çêéçê~íÉ=ÇÉéçëáíë=ÖêÉï=Äó=OUKTBK

`ìëíçãáëÉÇ=ëÉêîáÅÉë=Éå~ÄäÉÇ=ìë=íç=~ííê~Åí=áãéçêí~åí=åÉï=Åçêéçê~íÉ=ÄìëáåÉëëK
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Our much enhanced IT capability has played a major

role in facilitating the introduction of new products and faster

service. It has also made it possible for us to integrate the

operations within our corporate banking business and retail

banking business.

Domestic deposits and loans

Out of our total deposits of RMB1,495.6 billion

(US$180.7 billion), Renminbi deposits increased by 14.6%

to RMB990.4 billion (US$119.6 billion), while those in

foreign currencies increased by 22.5% to US$61 billion.

Within the total deposits, 40.3% came from corporate

customers and 59.7% from individuals.

At year-end, the balance of all types of loans stood

at the equivalent of RMB1,111 billion (US$134.2 billion),

a decline of 11.1%. (If the non-performing assets had not

been carved out, our loans would have actually increased

by 5.1% to RMB64.2 billion (US$7.8 billion). Out of this

total, Renminbi loans would have increased by 17.4%, while

foreign currency loans would have decreased by 12.1%.

The decline in foreign currency loans resulted from the

weak demand.)

Corporate Banking

Servicing our clients

During the year 2000, our marketing efforts produced

excellent results. This was due to the success we have had in

strengthening the co-ordination of our operations. This has

involved the co-ordination between Head Office and our domestic

branches, between our domestic and overseas branches, between

the departments dealing with various lines of business, as well

as between our commercial and investment banking arms.

There is a strong demand for global banking services

from large multinationals with investments in China and from

well-known domestic enterprises that are establishing their

businesses overseas. Capitalising on the competitive edge we

have overseas, we were able to offer some large corporations

brand new financial products, including global lines of credit,

financial information platforms and overseas fund management.

In a similar way, for example, the close co-ordination between
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Head Office and our Hong Kong Branch made it possible for us to respond immediately to a loan request

from the Hong Kong subsidiary of China Netcom.

By improving and integrating our products, we have been able to provide customised cash management

solutions and to construct highly efficient cash management platforms for Ericsson and other enterprises.

By responding to clients' demand for integrated services and fully utilising the capabilities of our

investment bank -- the BOCI -- we have been able to exploit many new opportunities. For example,

in a large joint-venture project involving the German company BASF and Yangtze Petrochemical, our

Head Office together with the BOCI acted as joint financial advisors to BASF.

Corporate deposits

The year 2000 saw the largest increase in corporate deposits in the Bank's history. By year-end,

the balance of total corporate deposits had risen by 23.7% to the equivalent of RMB602.1 billion (US$72.7

billion). The balance of Renminbi corporate deposits increased even more quickly, by 28.7%, to RMB436.5

billion (US$52.7 billion). This rise reflected the generally improved economic situation and, to an even

greater extent, our success in establishing new alliances with major Chinese corporations, multinationals

and other institutions. With almost 0.3 of a percentage point increase, the Bank's market share of Renminbi

corporate deposits among all the commercial banks in China reached 9.6%. The balance of corporate

deposits in foreign currencies increased by 12.4% to US$20 billion. Our market share of foreign currency

corporate deposits decreased by 2.1 percentage points to 37.9%.

The ratio of additional Renminbi corporate deposits to the total rose by 20 percentage points to

67%. This increase in corporate deposits significantly reduced the financing cost of the Bank.

In 2001, we shall standardise more of our services -- including time deposits and foreign currency

deposits on call--so as to provide a more efficient service for corporate customers.

Corporate loans

By the end of 2000, the balance

of loans in local and foreign

currencies extended to corporate

clients had declined by 13.6% to

the equivalent of RMB1,064.6

billion (US$128.6 billion). (If the

non-performing assets had not been

taken over by the Orient Asset

Management Company, then

corporate loans would have risen

by 2.9%. Within that total, the balance

of Renminbi loans would have

increased by 13.7% and that of

foreign currency loans would have

dropped by 11.9%.)

Our market share of the balance

of Renminbi corporate loans

Note: State-owned enterprises refer to wholly state-owned enterprises and the

enterprises in which the State owns an overwhelming proportion of the
equity. Foreign-invested enterprises refer to Sino-foreign joint ventures,

enterprises involving Sino-foreign co-operation and wholly foreign-owned

enterprises. Share-holding companies refer to limited companies and joint-
stock companies.
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declined by 0.6 of a percentage point to 10.9%, while that of foreign currency loans (excluding on-

lending) decreased by 1.7 percentage points to 58.4%.

In terms of the structure of corporate loans, the overwhelming majority went to state-owned enterprises,

foreign-invested enterprises and share-holding companies.

Key clients

To enhance our profitability, we made a major effort to develop business with 120 key clients who

could benefit most from the innovative services we are able to offer at home and abroad.

The core group currently includes such companies as China Telecom, China National Petroleum

Corporation (CNPC), Sinopec, Datang Power, Motorola and Proctor & Gamble. We have standardised

our policies for extending credit, the format and wording of documentation, and services for group clients.

This has ensured that both head offices and subsidiaries can have equal access to a uniform and speedy

service.

By year-end, the balance of loans to these 120 key clients accounted for 15.4% of the Bank's total.

These clients made a major contribution to the growth of our corporate deposits, loans and settlement

business.

Settlement services

International settlement The volume of the export and import settlement business that we handled

in China in 2000 rose by 20.5% to a total of US$145 billion. The volume for export settlement grew

by 19.2% to US$91.1 billion, while import settlement increased by 23% to US$54 billion.

The competition in international settlement business has become more intense. The Bank,

nevertheless, retains the largest market share in domestic market.

Letters of guarantee Traditionally, letters of guarantee have been one of the Bank's forte. Currently,

we offer various types of guarantees, covering borrowing, leasing, compensation trade, tendering,

performance and prepayment.

By year-end, the outstanding balance of the letters of guarantee in foreign currencies stood at US$17.6

billion, a decrease of 12.9%, while the additional issuance in foreign currencies had increased to US$3.3

billion, up 3.1%. The balance of the letters of guarantee in local currency was RMB5.4 billion (US$652.3

million), an increase of 43%. Meanwhile, the additional issuance in local currency reached RMB6.2

billion (US$749.0 million), an increase of 60.7%.

Factoring The Bank has the largest factoring business in the domestic market and has established co-

operation with 56 factoring service providers in 25 countries and regions. At present, 22 domestic branches

of the Bank are able to provide such a service. In 2000, the Bank conducted RMB1.2 billion (US$145

million) of domestic factoring and US$23.8 million of international factoring, increases of 558% and

62.4% respectively.

Foreign exchange business

Purchase and sale of foreign exchange The total volume of purchase and sale of foreign exchange

increased by 19.1% to US$143 billion, with the volume of purchase increasing 16.8% to US$82.6 billion,

while that of sale rose by 22.1% to US$60.3 billion.
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The total volume of forward purchase and sale of foreign exchange was US$11.5 billion. Of this

total, the volume of forward purchase was US$100 million, US$200 million less than the previous year,

with that of forward sale being US$11.4 billion, US$8 billion more than the previous year.

Hedging To meet the different needs of customers we have designed a variety of hedging products,

including options, forwards, swaps and other derivatives. Our new treasury products include various

structured deposits linked to the exchange rates, interest rates and credit risks. They are popular with

our customers. We also provide financial consulting services to customers in these areas.

In 2000, our dealings in the hedging of assets and debts for customers declined by 29.4% to US$2.4

billion. The volume of foreign exchange hedging for customers increased by 32.3% to US$20.5 billion.

Retail Banking

Customer service

In the retail sector, we are rapidly building up a comprehensive personal financial service system

based on our Great Wall cards. Following the huge 51% increase in the number of cards issued in 2000,

the total number in use is now nearly 27 million. This means that the vast majority of our customers

use one or more of these cards. The geographical coverage of electronic credit card network now extends

to 120 main cities throughout 20 provinces.

To support the growth of our consumer credit business, we developed a new system for processing

requests for consumer credit, which is the most advanced of its type in China. It is already widely used

in 10 key branches nationwide.

We have further widened the range of services we provide to retail customers. Salaries can now

be paid directly into customer accounts and foreign exchange transactions can be processed more easily.

The volume of foreign exchange transactions on behalf of individuals last year rose by 21.2% to US$5.0

billion. In addition, we sell a comprehensive selection of insurance products as agent for major insurers.

We are also preparing for the launch of over-the-counter transactions in government bonds.

Savings deposits

In 2000, our savings deposits in foreign currencies increased substantially, while Renminbi deposits

inched forward. By the end of 2000, our total balance of deposits in both local and foreign currencies

had risen 12.1% to an equivalent of RMB893.5 billion(US$107.9 billion). The balance of Renminbi

deposits was RMB553.9 billion (US$66.9 billion), an increase of 5.5%, while that of foreign currency

deposits surged by 28.2% to US$41 billion.

The low interest rates on Renminbi deposits, the growing domestic capital market and the increasing

investment channels available in China, all combined to divert huge volumes of Renminbi savings deposits

into the capital market and insurance policies.

Our market share of Renminbi savings deposits among all domestic commercial banks stood at

12.6%, the same level as the previous year, while that of foreign currency deposits declined slightly

by 1.5 percentage points to 56.4%.

In April 2000, we rolled out a new product, which enables customers to enjoy exemption of interest

income tax on money they save for educational purposes.
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Consumer credit

We have been successful in

implementing our strategy to increase

the volume of consumer loans we

extend and the proportion of retail

loans in our overall loan portfolio.

By year-end, our balance of

consumer loans, virtually all of which

are denominated in Renminbi,

amounted to RMB46.4 billion (US$5.6

billion), an increase of 154%. This gave

us a market share of 12.5%, 3.5

percentage points higher than the

previous year.

We continue to offer residential mortgage loans, loans for

refurbishing houses, car purchase, education, travel, the hire-

purchase of consumer goods and personal loans secured by

certificates of deposit or treasury bonds. In 2000, we also launched

a new product related to Government-sponsored student loans.

Personal loans without collateral are now also available to selected

customers.

The ability of more and more people to purchase their existing

accommodation or to buy new apartments or houses is boosting

the demand for mortgages. We have done particularly well in

expanding our retail mortgage business. The balance at year-end

has surged by 147.5% to RMB26.5 billion (US$3.2 billion).

In terms of geographic distribution, consumer credit was

mainly concentrated in the relatively developed coastal areas and

large and medium-sized cities elsewhere in the country.

To help develop our consumer loan business, our bank signed

agreements with many companies and institutions. In the personal

mortgage sector, the companies included such large and high-

quality real estate developers as the Shenzhen Vanke Group and the Wanda Group. In addition, we entered

into agreements with many well--known universities, such as Peking University and Tsinghua University,

to provide loans to MBA students. Two major auto manufacturers--Shanghai Buick and Jiangling Passenger

Car Ltd. of Jiangxi province, were also added to our personal car loan scheme.

Bank cards

The Great Wall cards now account for 9.6% of the total number of bank cards issued by Chinese

banks. We have issued 4.08 million Great Wall Renminbi credit cards, up 10.9%; 19.41 million Great

Wall electronic debit cards, up 68.8%; and 58,467 Great Wall international cards, up by a huge 262.5%.

The increase in consumer confidence was a major factor in increasing the volume of purchases made
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with Great Wall Renminbi cards by 16.4% to RMB12.1 billion. The increase was also helped by the

10.9% increase in the number of designated merchants to 79,663. The transactions volume on foreign

credit cards for which the Bank acted as agent rose by 13.3% to a total of RMB6.8 billion (US$821.5

million), with the market share of 56% at year-end.

In 2000, the use of Great Wall international cards spread quickly, giving us a strong lead in this

field. These cards can be issued by almost all of our branches.

In 2000, we became the first bank in China to introduce the Great Wall VISA Platinum Card. This

represents an important step that we have taken towards developing a brand name card that provides

the best customer services.

Together with the China Construction Bank and Sinopec, we started work on the petrol purchase card project,

which will make it possible for drivers to use their bank cards to purchase petrol at any of Sinopec's 8,000 stations

across the country.

Co-operation with Financial Institutions

By the end of 2000, the balance of Renminbi deposits from financial institutions totalled RMB47.2

billion (US$5.7 billion), up by a substantial 76.9% over the previous year. Our market share rose by

0.8 of a percentage point to 7.2% among the top four commercial banks. Deposits from securities companies

accounted for 46.9% of the total volume of our deposits from financial institutions.

The growth of this business has been greatly facilitated by our ability to offer financial institutions

such products as the Bank Securities Express, the clearing of B-shares and loans to securities companies

against the collateral of securities which in 2000 we were authorised to extend. Moreover, by the end

of the year, 36 securities companies were clearing their securities funds through the Bank, an increase

of 15 over the previous year.

We have also pushed into the custody market and have so far been appointed custodian for four securities

investment funds, namely, the Jinghong Fund, the Tongsheng Fund, the Tongzhi Fund and the Xing'an Fund.

The assets of these funds totalled RMB8.3 billion, 53% more than the previous year. We have also set up

management centres for fund transactions at our Head Office and domestic branches, which will be responsible

for supervising the agency services for open-ended funds.

Our co-operation with insurance companies has also proved successful. We now have signed long-

term deposit agreements with some large domestic insurance companies. We have also signed co-operation

agreements on e-commerce and on a full range of co-operative activities with several well-known domestic

and foreign insurance companies.

To make greater use of our advantages in international business we signed agreements with both

China Merchants Bank and the Shanghai Pudong Development Bank, on the same lines as the one which

we concluded with the Bank of Communications in 1999.

Our co-operation with foreign banks has also expanded. We now have a wider range of banking products

based on Renminbi borrowing, including Renminbi agency clearing, discount of bills, selling of letters of credit

without recourse, Renminbi syndicated loans, interbank lending in Renminbi and credit cards.

In 2000, we signed co-operation agreements with many foreign banks in China and acted for them

in Renminbi clearing. We are the first and only Chinese bank to conduct rediscount of commercial bills

with foreign banks.
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Overseas Business

In the year 2000, the world economy maintained a strong momentum for growth, with global GDP

increasing by 4.7% and the volume of world trade by 10%. There were, however, major fluctuations

on international equity and foreign exchange markets, as well as frequent interest rate changes in various

countries. In Asia, the economic recovery from the financial crisis continued, accompanied by a rebound

in the banking sector following reforms and restructuring.

By year-end, the total assets of our overseas network* amounted to US$155.1 billion and liabilities

to US$149.5 billion, increases of 7.9% and 7.7% respectively.

In terms of the structure of

liabilities, the balance of deposits held

by customers in our overseas network

at year-end had risen by 4.3% to

US$92.6 billion, with the balance of

due to banks rising by 14.7% to US$48.4

billion. These two items accounted

for roughly the same percentage of

the liabilities as they had in the previous

year.

 Customer deposits, which are

low cost, were the major source of

funds for our overseas network,

accounting for about 60% of total

liabilities. Individual customers

provided 71.6% of all deposits, which

secured a stable source of funding for

the overseas network.

In terms of the structure of assets,

the balance of various loans and

overdrafts rose by 3.7% to US$46.7

billion; the balance of due from banks

increased by 8.2% to US$70 billion;

*Figures disclosed in this section represent overseas branches, subsidiary banks and the BOC Group in Hong Kong and Macau. Accounts
have been adjusted and transactions between branches have been netted.
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the balance of securities stood at US$25.7 billion, an increase of 18.4%, while the balance of bills discounted

dropped by 25.6% to US$3.6 billion.

By year-end, the ratio of due from banks to total assets remained almost the same as the previous

year, and the ratio of various loans and overdrafts to total assets dropped slightly. The proportion of

funds invested in securities rose 1.5 percentage points to 16.6%, thus helping to diversify the risk and

improve the earnings.

In terms of geographic distribution, the bulk of our lending went to customers in Hong Kong and

others elsewhere in the Asia-Pacific region. An increasing proportion of the lending went to customers

for use in their respective local markets. By the end of 2000, the credit granted to local registered enterprises

accounted for 57.3% of the total.

Trade and non-trade settlement has been one of the major services offered by our overseas network.

In 2000, the trade settlement conducted by our overseas network amounted to US$144.4 billion and

the non-trade settlement to US$110.7 billion.

Our new products for foreign currency clearing have boosted the number of transactions handled by us.

In 2000, our New York Branch handled 2.7 million US dollar-clearing transactions with a total

value of US$4.9 trillion, increases of 15.1% and 22.5% respectively. The New York Branch remained

among the top 13 of the 60 member banks of the New York clearing network, a reflection of our strength

in the clearing market. The euro-clearing business at our Frankfurt Branch has also expanded since 1999

when it was first introduced. In 2000, Euro clearing transactions at the Branch numbered 200,000 and

amounted to =422.4 billion, increases of 16.6% and 11.1% respectively.
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Our overseas network continues to develop products and services needed by the large local companies

and multinationals that do business with Chinese companies. Such links have helped improve the structure

of our customer base. Our retail business has also improved in terms of product innovation, the speed

and quality of our services and our ability to market them.

During 2000 we expanded our presence in certain important areas. We opened a branch in Johannesburg,

South Africa and a subsidiary bank in Kuala Lumpur--the Bank of China (Malaysia) Berhad. In Australia,

we were also allowed to open the first overseas finance company set up by a state-owned Chinese commercial

bank.

To enable us to leverage more effectively the strengths of our overseas network we are introducing

a matrix management system in 2001 . Its main feature is that the relevant departments in Head Office

will exercise their new authority to plan, manage, and monitor the business development and risk management

of the overseas network, and to supervise their implementation. This system will make it possible to

share information and resources, standardise risk management, speed up the development of our global

IT network and so employ new opportunities both in domestic and overseas markets.

Hong Kong and Macau

Performance

In 2000, Hong Kong's economy grew by 10.5%. However, deflation remained severe, and the

unemployment rate improved slowly.

The Group made good progress in implementing its new business strategy and the restructuring

of its operations. Despite the fact that much of the Group's energy was inevitably directed toward the

restructuring of its operations, the Group generated good results*.

The profit before tax of the Group's commercial banking business amounted to HK$6.8 billion(US$871

million), up by 17.1% on the previous year. This was a significant turnaround after the two successive

years of decline that followed in the wake of the Asian financial turmoil.

The Group's net interest income rose by 4.4% to HK$17.1 billion(US$2 billion). This was mainly

the result of increased gains from interest-earning assets and a general improvement in the asset-liability

structure. By the end of 2000, the Group's total assets had risen by 7.8% to HK$910.6 billion(US$117

billion). The decline of interest rates in the residential mortgage market pushed the net interest margin

down by 26 basis points, to 2.8%. On the other hand, the Group was able to relax its excessively high

liquidity ratio. This made it possible to improve the structure of the Group's assets and liabilities, increase

investments in higher-yielding securities and so raise the average interest margin.

Within the Group's non-interest income business, fee-based income from agency business rose by

34% and that of syndicated loans increased by HK$210 million(US$27 million). On the other hand,

revenue from trade finance declined and mortgage expense increased. As a result, total fee-based income

remained basically unchanged from the previous year.

*The figures contained in this section only refer to the Group’s commercial banking business. They exclude the BOCI, specialised companies,
insurance and finance companies.
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The balance of customer deposits rose by 6.2% to HK$679 billion(US$87 billion). Total loans

and advances to customers, however, only rose by 1.4% to HK$358.1 billion(US$46 billion), reflecting

the write-off of some loans in the latter half of the year.

The Group continued to pursue its prudent provisioning policy in strict compliance with the standards

set by the regulatory authorities. During the year, the Group's provisions dropped by 14.4% to HK$9.5

billion (US$1.2 billion). At year-end, the outstanding provisions for bad and doubtful loans were HK$20.3

billion (US$2.6 billion), representing 5.7% of total loans.

During the year, the Group successfully brought non-performing loans under control through persistent

collection efforts and improved credit risk management. Outstanding non-performing loans dropped by

27.5% to HK$41.7 billion (US$5.3 billion). As a result, the ratio of non-performing loans to total loans

dropped by 4.6 percentage points to 11.6%. After experiencing both the fierce challenges that arose during

the Asian financial crisis and as a result of the severe debt problems of troubled Chinese enterprises,

the quality of the Group's assets is now improving fundamentally.

Cost containment and improved internal management were among the major adjustments to the

Group's development strategy. Operating costs were kept well under control, even though the Group

was pressing ahead with its business development. The Group succeeded in cutting back its operating

expense by 9.1% to HK$5.4 billion(US$692 million). The cost to income ratio was brought down by

4 percentage points to 25.9%, the Group's best ever performance.

Business development

During the year, the Group's business development was aimed at paving the way for the restructured

bank to exploit even more effectively the opportunities of the Hong Kong market.

In the corporate field, the Group succeeded in developing strong, overall relations with several

of the leading corporations in Hong Kong. Not only did this lead to the Group's syndicated loan business

leaping up by 62%, but new corporate clients were the main source of the growth in deposits.

The main growth in the Group's retail business came from residential mortgages. The total increased

by 13.6%, of which loans extended under the Hong Kong Governor's Home Ownership Scheme jumped

by 133%. The Group's performance in these categories matched those of its main competitors. The growth

in lending has also helped improve the Group's loan portfolio. The share of personal loans in total loans

has risen from 29% in 1997 to 36% by the end of 2000.

Within two years the Group has established itself as a brand name in e-banking-with its iT's banking.

In March 2000, the Group launched iT's Mobile Banking and the Intown Virtual Credit Card. Since

its launch in July 2000 iT's Online Banking has attracted a steadily growing number of customers.
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Leveraging Information Technology

The implementation of the new IT strategy that we launched early in 2000 is progressing well.

We are on track to create within three years a first-class IT infrastructure.

We are pushing ahead rapidly with this major project because IT is increasingly shaping the

nature of the banking business. IT is not only profoundly affecting the way that we think about our

business, but the successful exploitation of it has already become a prerequisite for our long-term

success.

Building Up Our Capability

We are building up our capability by consolidating our systems, constructing new large information

centres and business processing centres at home and overseas, and revamping our core applications.

These enhancements in our capability are enabling us not only to expedite the development and launching

of competitive new products, but also to establish a globally unified and dynamic management

information system that can be used at all levels in the Bank to assist with analysis, management and

decision making.

A key step in this project is the integration of our existing networks. During the year 2000 we

slashed the number of information centres from 1040 to 298. By May 2002, we shall have no more

than 5 domestic information centres, covering the main regions of China (e.g. north, east and south

etc.), and by 2006 we shall have completed the establishment of three new, large information centres in

Hong Kong, London and New York to service our overseas network. The Bank will only be using 2

inter-linked systems, with one on ES/9000 and the other on UNIX. With the completion of these

centres, we shall have established our global network.

In parallel, we are establishing processing centres to accelerate the pace at which we can process

information and transactions. These are designed to handle those lines of business with huge transaction

volumes or in which the Bank has a competitive advantage. The aim is to separate business processing

from marketing, thus improving service quality and risk control. The new business processing centres

will also enable the Bank to achieve greater operational synergy and reduce operational costs.
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The above-mentioned improvements, along with the revamping of the application systems that

we use to provide services to our customers, are greatly improving our ability to introduce new products.

We are now able to provide our customers with faster and customer-friendly services for commercial

and personal credit, factoring, international settlement, the clearing of receipts and payments, and

telephone banking. The new applications have also helped to tremendously improve our accounting,

and e-banking.

Bank Cards

We have speeded up the integration and standardisation of our banking card system. As a result,

we now have a unified hardware platform that links together 170 branches in the main cities of 21

provinces. Through this network, holders of major international credit cards (such as MasterCard,

Cirrus, Visa, Plus, Diners Club, American Express and JCB) have access to over 5,500 merchants and

can make cash withdrawals from over 2,600 ATMs. The Bank is the only one in China to offer such an

extensive service to international credit card holders. As a result we now have won a market share of

about 80% for the cash withdrawals made from ATMs in China by international cardholders.

To standardise our bank card business, we are now preparing to establish a centre that, upon

completion, will handle the issue of cards and the authorisation of payments, as well as the processing

and settlement of transactions between merchants and the Bank. The construction of this centre will

provide the basis for the international development of our card business.

The Bank has also actively participated in the Golden Card Project run by the Central Bank. This

important project will make it possible for the holders of bank cards issued by domestic banks to use

any ATM that is linked to the Golden Card network, regardless of which bank owns the ATM. By the

end of 2000, the Bank had integrated its debit card network with the Golden Card general centre.

E-banking

The year 2000 saw the fast growth of our e-banking, both in terms of the number of customers

using the facility and the transaction volume. We now have over 20 online merchants (such as SINA.com,

SOHU.com, 8848.net) and co-operate with large e-commerce companies (for example, the Zhongtian

Company, the Jitong Company and CYTS on-line) who accept online payment from Great Wall card
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holders for goods and services, including telephone calls that can be made at preferential rates. In

addition, several large companies, including Proctor & Gamble and Lucent Technologies, use one of

our "E-corp" products , known as Cybergiro, to manage the balances of their various accounts.

In the light of the trends at home and abroad, we have revised our e-banking development strategy.

We are now refining our system further in order to provide our customers with a more personalised and

'one-stop' service. In 2000, we have standardised all the operating procedures of e-banking services.

New Products

Mobile-phone banking This service system enables customers to transact their banking business by

mobile phone. In addition to account inquiries, account transfers and payments, they can also deal in

foreign exchange and securities transactions. At present, 19 domestic branches and the BOC Group in

Hong Kong are offering mobile-phone banking services.

Express transfer This service creates a priority channel within the Bank's clearing system to accelerate

payment. It guarantees that payments, in both domestic and foreign currencies, will reach the designated

accounts in China within two hours.

Comet payment This service is designed for corporate groups that make large batch transfers to their

subsidiary companies, distribution outlets or employees on a monthly or some other regular basis.

Payments can be made in both domestic and foreign currencies. The customer just has to give us a

batch payment instruction and we can automatically execute all the payments to the customer's branch

companies wherever they are located in China. Intra-province remittances can arrive within 2 hours

and inter-province ones the same day.
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Investment Banking

Overview

 In 2000, Hong Kong's capital market performed much more strongly than in the previous year.

At the same time, the reform of state-owned enterprises in China accelerated, leading to a marked increase

in the amount of capital that mainland's enterprises raised in Hong Kong.

In the year 2000, BOCI clearly established itself as China's most successful investment bank overseas.

The robust increase in profit was achieved despite the fact that BOCI had been investing heavily

in the restructuring of its operations to cope with the major expansion of business that we expect to

see over the next few years.

Revenue rose 64.2% to US$140 million. Of the total revenue, 17.4% came from underwriting,

20.5 % from the securities brokerage, 22.7% from financial advisory fees, 32.3% from net interest income

and 7.1% from the other sources.

The Bank of China's recent opening of a finance company in Australia and the restructuring of its

securities company in Singapore will help enhance BOCI's market presence and expand its distribution capability.

Core investment banking business

In the IPO market, BOCI is the leader in Red Chips, H-shares and Growth Enterprise Market (GEM)

listings. BOCI actively explores opportunities to handle the overseas listings of mainland enterprises

that are major market players. It pays particular attention to the telecommunications, high technology,

media, finance, communications, transportation and related sectors.

In 2000, BOCI took the leading role in arranging the listings of 6 enterprises in Hong Kong, acting

in each case as either the sponsor or lead underwriter. BOCI introduced Phoenix Satellite TV, Beijing

Beida Jade Bird, Shanghai Fudan Micro-electronics, Tong Ren Tang Technologies and Trasy Gold into

the Hong Kong GEM, thus becoming a major underwriter for the Hong Kong IPO of high-tech and

rapidly expanding enterprises.

BOCI also participated in the underwriting for 22 listed companies, with a total value of US$350

million. BOCI acted as the joint-lead underwriter for the HK$246 million public offering of the Capital

Airport in Hong Kong; the co-lead manager in the public offering of Petro China in Hong Kong, which

raised HK$168 million; the joint-lead underwriter of HK$1.04 billion for China Unicom; and the underwriter

for the HK$309 million IPO for the Mass Transit Railway Corporation (MTRC). In addition, BOCI

participated as underwriter in the listings of PICC International, Sinopec, Tom.com, HongKong.com,

Sunevision, iMerchants, and also participated in the stock placement for such projects as Legend Holdings

Ltd., CITIC Pacific Ltd. and PCCW.
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In the bond market, BOCI participated in the underwriting of 10 bonds with a total value

of some US$300 million. The projects include  75 million of fixed-rate interest bonds for the

Ministry of Finance of the PRC, US$30 million bonds for the China Construction Bank and floating-

rate certificates of deposits for three banks-the Hang Seng Bank (HK$1.5 billion), the Fuji Bank

(HK$1 billion) and the Tokyo Mitsubishi Bank (HK$1.5 billion).

BOCI acted as financial advisor for the acquisition of HK Telecom by PCCW; it was also the

joint-financial advisor for the privatisation and listing of MTRC.

Securities brokerage

BOCI's brokerage business grew strongly along with the rise of the Hang Seng Index, which reached

a record of 18,301 at the end of March 2000, remaining relatively buoyant in the latter part of the year

despite the 17.5% decline that followed. We strengthened our marketing to institutional clients. The volume

of transactions handled by BOCI rose by 43.8% to US$26.3 billion and generated revenue of US$86.1

million, a rise of 41.3% on the previous year. BOCI is one of the largest retailers of securities in Hong

Kong.

The Hong Kong Exchange and Clearing Agency will soon introduce a third generation electronic

transaction system. To prepare for this, BOCI and the BOC Group in Hong Kong assisted with an important

pilot project that worked very smoothly.

Project finance

The marked increase in syndicated loans in Hong Kong over the past two years has made BOCI

the leading player in this sector. BOCI took the lead in arranging 26 syndicated loans in 2000, 18 more

than the previous year. The amount involved was US$21.8 billion, with the underwriting value reaching

US$3.2 billion, up by a massive 187.4%.

BOCI was the lead manager for a number of major syndicated loans in Hong Kong. In the US$12

billion financing for acquisition of Hong Kong Telecom by PCCW, BOCI acted as both the manager

and agent bank. Furthermore, BOCI was the underwriter in projects for Hopwell Holdings Ltd., Cheung

Kong Infrastructure Holdings Ltd., Sun Hung Kai Properties Ltd., Kerry Properties Ltd., The Wharf

(Holdings) Ltd., Amoy Properties Ltd. and Central Waterfront Property Development Ltd..

 Mandatory Provident Fund

In 2000, the BOCI Prudential Asset Management Company made full use of both BOCI's distribution

network and Prudential's sales force to win mandates for the new Mandatory Provident Fund pension

scheme, which the Hong Kong Government launched in February 2000. It succeeded in winning 242,800

mandates, ranking it among the top three providers.
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Human Resources Development

As competition intensifies, the success of the Bank is increasingly tied to the quality of its staff,

their determination to perform well and our ability to provide the best of them with the attractive prospects

for developing their careers within the Bank. In the year 2000, we made some important improvements

in the management of our human resources, in addition to the new incentives that are described in 'Assessing

Performance'.

Using talent well

To encourage talented young people to give of their best, we have greatly extended the range of

appointments that are decided through competitive selection. During 2000, most branch managers were

selected in this way, which has helped to reduce the average age of our managers. We have also been

searching for talents at lower levels. Many branches have recommended staff for promotion, either in

their own branch or in others if there were no local openings.

To give the new generation of managers a wider understanding of our business we have stepped

up our staff exchange programme between branches in the western and eastern regions, Head Office

and branches at different levels, domestic and overseas branches. Through these exchanges we sent some

of the experienced young people from the coastal regions to those western regions where our business

is expanding quickly. At the same time, we continued to bring staff from the inland provinces to gain

experience by working at our branches in the more developed areas.

More intensive training

To raise the overall quality of our staff we are greatly expanding our training programmes and

making them more intensive. The courses cover different aspects of modern banking and the changing

needs of our corporate clients and retail customers. Last year some 159,000 staff at different levels attended

more than 3,000 such courses.

We have also expanded our overseas training programmes through co-operation with foreign

governmental agencies, other financial institutions and renowned universities. These programmes are

intended not only to help our staff to deal with our overseas operations, but also to strengthen our domestic

ones, thus paving the way for closer integration between the two. The overseas programmes focus mainly

on asset-liability management, credit risk management and consumer credit. More than 900 staff attended

36 programmes during the year of 2000.

In 2001, we are placing greater emphasis on building up innovative and enterprising teams. We

are combining training both at home and abroad, and linking classrooms with on-the-job training. To

enable our middle and senior managers to understand the broader issues involved in our business, we

have arranged for them to take MBA and EMBA courses at prestigious Chinese and foreign universities,

such as Tsinghua University and the City University in London. In addition, from the start of 2001,

many of our staff will also have access to training and advice through a major international provider

of financial service education.
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Assessing Performance

To help build up effective incentives throughout the Bank we have introduced a new performance

assessment system. We not only define responsibilities, but also set the targets by which performance

will be measured. The assessments are linked to remuneration of staff. The scheme covers the heads

and other staff members in domestic branches, overseas institutions and various departments within

Head Office.

In the mid-2000, Head Office for the first time assessed the operational and managerial performance

of the heads of each of our 32 tier-one domestic branches. The targets covered both the quantitative

and the qualitative aspects of their jobs. The former focused mainly on profitability, business

development, asset quality and overall management that can be quantified; the latter focused on the

rationality and effectiveness of their internal control systems and decision-making procedures, as well

as customer satisfaction etc.

At the end of 2000, Head Office appraised the performance of each member of staff during that

year. The appraisals are based on the staff member's assessment of their own performance, the views

of their supervisor, colleagues and subordinates. They cover the attitudes, skills, performance and

ethics of the person concerned.

From 2001 onward, Head Office will appraise domestic branches and departments within Head

Office twice a year and overseas institutions once a year.

The new system marks an important breakthrough in the overall management of our Bank. It is

already proving to be effective. It has provided Head Office with more timely insights into the business

and management developments within branches and departments and helped Head Office in its decision

making. At the same time, this whole process of assessment is making staff more aware of the importance

of performance, competitiveness, efficiency and client service, as well as making them more responsive

to the risks that are involved in banking.
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Risk Management

 We are in the process of establishing an integrated global risk management system, comprising risk

identification, risk measurement, risk monitoring and risk control. It is based on combining centralised

management with collective responsibility. It will enable us to have timely and efficient control over the

credit, market and liquidity risks of our domestic and overseas institutions. In 2000, the Central Bank designated

our Bank, the only one in China so far, to further improve its risk management in keeping with the proposals

contained in the new Basel Capital Accord. At present, we are reforming our system accordingly.

Credit Risk

In 2000, we further improved the credit risk management system, which is characterised by centralised

credit management, the separation of credit review from the origination of loans, a layered system of authorisation

and clearly defined responsibilities. We have also established a personal credit management system and

strengthened our asset recovery efforts.

Mechanism for credit decision-making

In 2000, Risk Management Committees and due diligence teams were set up both in Head Office

and our domestic branches, in order to strengthen our credit decision-making process. Under the new system,

the credit origination departments are responsible for making a preliminary examination of the request

for credit, the due diligence teams (in the Risk Management Department) undertake the due diligence

investigation, the Risk Management Committees assess the reports that have been submitted and then make

a collective recommendation to top management, which makes the final decisions. This process ensures

that the Bank makes objective and fair credit decisions. Risk Management Committees and due diligence

teams are being established for our overseas institutions.

Flow chart of credit decision-making
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1. The Due Diligence Team concentrates on examining the authenticity and reliability of the materials submitted by
the credit origination departments and reviewing the feasibility study carried out by them. The team then produces
its own independent report to the Risk Management Committee. The team, which is independent of other
departments, reports directly to the Risk Management Committee;

2. The Risk Management Committee studies and assesses risk management policies, systems and other related
matters. It reviews loans that have been granted, examines projects exceeding authorised limits, projects involving
continuous lending to a single customer within authorised limits, as well as the ones in which there have been
material changes in loan conditions. The Risk Management Committee, which is directly accountable to the top
management, provides inputs to the final decision-making.

3 .Top Management may overrule any credit application approved by the Risk Management Committee, but cannot
sanction the projects rejected by the Risk Management Committee.

Centralised credit management

The core of our corporate credit risk management is the unified credit system. Under this system we identify,

evaluate and manage the overall credit risk of our corporate clients, and set up credit limits for them.

In 2000, we reinforced the system in two main ways. Firstly, we centralised the management of

financial institutional customers and corporate ones; secondly, our overseas institutions were brought

under the system of unified credit management, in order to ensure that the domestic and overseas institutions

have consistent policies and procedures.

The major links in the system are customer credit rating and the definition of the single risk limit.

We regularly examine our customers' credit status according to certain comprehensive criteria in order

to make internal ratings. Based on the rating, we define the risk limit of each customer. By the end

of 2000, we completed the rating and definition of risk limit for 57,000 customers, who made up 96.8%

of our rated customers. In addition, Head Office took charge of the credit management of more than

40 group customers.

Another important aspect of our credit management is the delegation of authority to branches that

grant credit, which covers loans, bank acceptance bills, trade finance, factoring, letters of guarantee and

the granting of other forms of credit. Head Office determines and adjusts the authority delegated to each

branch according to its asset quality, operational and managerial skills, risk control capability and

competitiveness. Furthermore, our bank assigns different levels of authority according to the types of

credit to be granted and forms of collateral. Head Office regularly reviews the implementation of the

authority that it has approved.

We accept three types of collateral, i.e. guarantee, mortgage and pledge. The amount of the loan

is set according to the nature of the collateral. When it is property, for instance, the loan shall not exceed

70% of the most recently assessed value.

In response to the rapid growth in consumer lending, the Bank has developed a risk management

system for personal credit. It has standardised the personal credit granting procedures, the methodology

for risk analysis and laid down the principles for setting the levels of authority for branches according

to different types of loans.

Asset recovery

In 2000, we reinforced the monitoring, analysis and management of our overall asset quality, and

the collection of non-performing loans. Progress in collecting non-performing loans was made one of
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the important items in assessing the performance of branches. To enable us to make better use of debt

restructuring as a means of improving asset quality, we standardised the relevant rules and regulations.

In addition, we are seeking to improve asset recovery by setting up in some branches special departments

that are responsible for reviewing non-performing loans and determining the appropriate legal measures

that can be taken to safeguard the interests

of the Bank.

Concentration risk

In keeping with the principle

of credit risk diversification, we have

in recent years been adjusting the

asset structure. By the end of 2000,

loans, due from banks and securities

accounted for 43.5%, 24.3% and

20.9% respectively of the total assets

of the Bank and its wholly-owned

subsidiaries. In parallel, we took steps

to control the concentration of assets

in terms of counterparts, geographical

distribution and products.

In terms of the sector structure,

loans granted by domestic branches to

commerce, energy, light industry,

transportation and the petrochemical-

chemical industry accounted for a large

proportion of the balance at year-end.

In 2000, while further reducing the

proportion of loans made to the

commercial and textile sectors, the

domestic branches increased that to the

promising telecommunications and

transportation sectors. This improved

the sector structure of our loan portfolio.

Loans extended by our overseas

institutions to the consumer credit, real

estate, commerce and manufacturing

sectors accounted for a large proportion

of the balance at year-end.

Note: Energy includes coal, electric power and oil. Transportation comprises

aeronautics, civil aviation, shipping, river transport, railways, roads, ports
and quays. Raw materials comprise metallurgy, non-ferrous metals and

building materials.
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Transfer of Non-performing Loans

In 1999 and 2000, the Bank transferred assets in local and foreign currencies amounting to the

equivalent of RMB267.4 billion (US$32.3 billion) to the Orient Asset Management Company. Out of

this total, RMB34.5 billion (US$4.2 billion) was transferred in 1999 and RMB232.9 billion (US$28.1

billion) in 2000. The assets transferred in 1999 included RMB33.1 billion (US$4.0 billion) of the

principal of non-performing loans and RMB1.4 billion (US$169.2 million) of performing loans. The

assets transferred in 2000 included RMB173.6 billion (US$21.0 billion) of the principal of non-

performing loans, RMB29.3 billion (US$3.5 billion) of performing loans, RMB18.3 billion (US$2.2

billion) of interest receivable and RMB11.7 billion (US$1.4 billion) of other assets.

By the end of 2000, the Bank had completed the settlement for the separated assets. The Bank

received from the Orient Asset Management Company RMB107.4 billion (US$19.3 billion) in cash,

plus RMB160 billion (US$13.0 billion) worth of bonds with the coupon rate of 2.25% issued by the

Company.

Criteria for Loan Classification

In accordance with the Guidelines (provisional) to the Loan Risk Classification issued by the

Central Bank, loans are divided into five categories defined by the degree of risk involved.

Performing loans refer to the category in which borrowers are capable of executing the contract

and there are no adequate reasons to doubt their ability to duly pay the principal and interest in full.

The special-mention loans refer to the category in which borrowers are currently still able to service

the debt, but there are factors which could impede repayment. Substandard loans fall into the category

in which borrowers may not be able to cover the principal and interest in full from their normal operating

income, and some losses may be incurred. Doubtful loans refer to ones where the collection of the

principal and interest in full is improbable and significant losses will occur. Loss loans refer to those

which are considered uncollectable, or where only a small part of the outstanding principal and interest

can be recovered even after exhausting all collection efforts or instituting legal proceedings. Substandard,

doubtful and loss loans are classified as non-performing loans.
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Market Risk

In 2000, the Bank prepared to introduce a new organisational structure to cope with market

changes, in accordance with the internationally accepted principles of risk management. The

management of global market risk will be separated from Treasury Department dealing operations.

This will ensure the separation of risk management and front office trading, and facilitate the Asset-

Liability Management Committee's review of our market risk management policies. We also introduced

advanced technology to monitor the market risk involved in trading activities.

Interest rate risk

Renminbi interest rate risk In managing Renminbi interest rate risk we monitor closely the trend of

Renminbi interest rates, adjusting the asset-liability structure and matching the terms, so as to minimise

our risk exposure.

In accordance with Central Bank regulations, the interest rates on loans with terms of one year

or over are set yearly. However, as one-year deposits account for two-thirds of the time deposits for

our Bank, the re-pricing terms for the interest rates of the deposits and loans substantially match. As

the Renminbi interest rate is not market-driven, nor frequently changed, our Bank's interest rate risk

can be effectively managed.

Although the base rates and methods for the calculation and settlement of interest of Renminbi

deposits and loans are fixed by the Central Bank, our Bank is allowed to adjust the rates on loans to

customers within a range of 10% of the benchmark and with an interest ceiling of 30% on loans to

small and medium-sized enterprises.

Foreign currency interest rate risk To prepare for the liberalisation of interest rates in China, the

Central Bank announced a series of reforms on foreign currency interest rates on 21 September 2000.

The main features of the reforms are:

� Financial institutions are allowed to set the interest rates of foreign currency loans to reflect

the movements in the international financial market, the cost of funding and the risk differential;

� The interest rates for wholesale deposits in foreign currencies (over US$3 million or the equivalent of

other foreign currencies) are set by financial institutions after negotiation with the depositor; and

� The interest rates offered on small deposits in foreign currencies are set by the Association

of Chinese Banks on behalf of all financial institutions.

To control the interest rate risk, the Bank drew up the Bank of China Interest Rate Management

Measures and a series of rules and regulations on the authorisation of interest rate management. Our

branches drafted detailed rules on the implementation of the measures according to their circumstances.

At the same time, our Bank developed a pricing system for deposits and loans that takes into consideration

the cost of funding, customer's risk status and the comprehensive benefits expected to be received by

the Bank. The reforms have worked smoothly, without causing large fluctuations in the interest rates

of foreign currency deposits or loans.

Within our Bank, we have started to develop an internal transfer pricing mechanism for local and

foreign currency funds that reflects market rates.

Following the recent reform of the foreign currency interest rate system, Chinese commercial banks

can be more proactive in managing their interest rate risk. By timely adjustments of the interest rates
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on deposits and loans in foreign currencies, based on those in the international financial markets, we

are able to minimise the interest rate risk. At the same time, the terms of all the Bank's fixed-rate loans

in foreign currencies are set below one year, while floating-rate loans are adjusted monthly, quarterly

and semi-annually. The interest rate term structures for deposits and loans substantially match, which

minimises interest rate gap risk. Moreover, the Bank actively uses derivatives to control the interest

rate risk on the international market.

Our main overseas branches that have large foreign currency loans and deposits --such as Hong

Kong, New York and Singapore --- actively manage their risks. They track the change of market interest

rates and analyse interest rate gap sensitivities. They also use various financial instruments to control

and diminish the interest rate risk by adjusting the asset-liability structure.

Exchange rate risk

 Our Bank exercises strict control over its foreign currency dealings. Limits of authority are set

for both dealings on behalf of customers and on our own account, e.g. interbank lending, securities trading,

foreign exchange, precious metals, derivatives and repurchase transactions. The authority covers the type,

term, object, limit and the level of the interest rates. The authority for transactions conducted by the

branches directly under Head Office is delegated by Head Office, while the transactions conducted by

other branches must be approved by Head Office. During 2000, we further tightened the control over

authority delegated to domestic and overseas branches for their treasury transactions. In addition, we

set strict authority limits for dealers at different levels. No one is allowed to conduct a transaction without

authorisation or beyond the limits of their authority.

In transacting debt hedging, foreign exchange transactions and foreign exchange options for customers,

we carefully analyse and examine the credit standing of customers in order to avoid a situation in which

our Bank is obliged to bear the market risk due to the failure of customers to meet their obligations.

For some customers, the Bank will collect cash collateral against outstanding transactions, based on

their credit standing.

Within the Bank, we have a clear separation between the dealers handling our proprietary trading

and those acting for customers. The latter separately record their transactions, profits and losses for each

customer. We also rigorously monitor transactions made on our customers' behalf.

Liquidity Risk

In our liquidity management we strictly observe the liquidity ratios in local and foreign currencies

set by the Central Bank. We continuously monitor liquidity ratios in local and foreign currencies and

have contingency plans to ensure that funds can be mobilised rapidly should the need arise.

Renminbi liquidity

We make great efforts to ensure that Renminbi deposits constitute the major source of our long-

term funds. We closely track the trends in customer deposits and their term structure. We use interbank

borrowing and bond repurchase as a supplementary source of funds. In addition, we have proactively

expanded our investment in bonds with good liquidity.
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Under our centralised liquidity system, Head Office

is able to manage the surpluses and shortfalls of funds

across the whole Bank. If a branch has surplus liquidity,

it can place the additional funds with Head Office;

conversely, if the liquidity of a branch falls below the

required level, it can borrow from Head Office. If a branch

needs cash to make payments, Head Office can channel

the required funds to the branch.

Head Office estimates and analyses the funds position

of the whole Bank on a daily basis, and forecasts the

trends and the influence they are expected to have on

the liquidity of the Bank. All branches make such forecasts.

In the light of their calculations, adjustments are made.

By the end of 2000, the balance of domestic Renminbi

deposits stood at RMB990.4 billion (US$119.6 billion),

up 14.6% from the end of 1999. The steady growth of

deposits guaranteed the liquidity of the Bank. The balance

of interbank borrowings in Renminbi was RMB15 billion

(US$1.8 billion), and the balance of bond repurchase

was RMB72.5 billion (US$8.8 billion), a surge of 42.9%

and 40.0% respectively compared with

the previous year-end. The balance of

borrowings from the Central Bank

dropped sharply by 89.9% to RMB7.2

billion (US$869.8 million). While

repaying large amount of borrowings

to the Central Bank, we used more market

financing to supplement our liquidity.

On 16 February 2000, our Bank

initiated two-way quotations for Renminbi

bonds in the interbank bond market. We

acted as market-maker, quoting both bid

and offer rates on a continuous basis. This

improved the liquidity of the bond market.

We were the first bank in China to offer

such a service.

Foreign currency liquidity

Head Office oversees the foreign currency holdings of domestic branches. Each branch is responsible

for the daily management of its foreign currency liquidity, in accordance with the requirements laid down

by Head Office in relation to the total amount and structure of foreign currency assets and liabilities.

In addition, each branch reports the foreign currency positions in each currency on a daily basis, so

that Head Office can effectively manage the overall surplus or shortfall of funds.
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The year 2000 saw a steady growth of foreign currency

deposits, with a jump in foreign currency savings deposits.

However, the demand for foreign currency loans remained weak.

As a result, the Bank channelled large amounts of foreign currency

funds into the international financial market, thus maintaining

good liquidity.

Our overseas institutions are required to maintain the

liquidity ratios set by the local regulatory authorities, to match

the terms of funding with those of the loans extended, and to

increase the proportion of their holdings of financial products,

such as the bonds, which have good liquidity, and products

that can be used as financing collateral.

The foreign currency liquidity of the whole Bank is managed

by Head Office. To ensure that the Bank can always meet its

foreign currency payments, Head Office holds sufficient foreign

currency assets that have high credit rating and strong liquidity.

Such assets mainly comprise interbank lending and government

bonds.

Liquidity Indicators of Domestic Branches and Offices

Between 1998 and 2000

Items OMMM NVVV NVVU

Balance of loans/balance of deposits(%)

RMB 73.6 84.4 88.9

Foreign currencies 52.5 87.5 113.9

Liquid assets
1
/ total assets(%)

RMB 20.8 19.4 15.5

Foreign currencies 47.3 38.8 34.3

Liquid liabilities
2
/ total liabilities(%)

RMB 52.7 52.6 50.4

Foreign currencies 43.2 47.7 49.8

Liquid assets / liquid liabilities(%)

RMB 40.9 38.2 32.6

Foreign currencies 124.4 92.2 76.6

Notes: 1. Liquid assets include cash, due from Central Bank, due from banks, bills discounted and securities;

2. Liquid liabilities include due to Central Bank, due to banks, current deposits and remittances.
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Internal Control

The Bank has improved its internal control system to control risks and ensure that our operations

are fully in compliance with legal and regulatory requirements. The monitoring of our internal controls

is undertaken separately from their implementation. We have made good progress in ensuring that this

work is done by independent groups, who report through their respective chains of command.

The rules concerning internal controls are being progressively implemented throughout the Bank.

They are designed to ensure that all banking risks can be identified, assessed and managed in good time.

To ensure the effectiveness of internal controls, we have instituted a process of continuously monitoring

those that are already in place and improving them in accordance with changes in our business and market

developments. In parallel, the Bank continues to integrate and standardise its information system, in

order to provide the comprehensive and reliable data necessary to support sound internal controls.

Authorisation

The proper delegation of authority is a key part of our internal controls. Head Office defines precisely

the scope of the authority delegated to branches and the limits within which they are allowed to conduct

their business. Staff are held personally responsible for operating within the authorisation that they have

received.

The branches, in turn, are responsible for defining the scope of the authorisation that they are delegating

to the entities below them. The level of authorisation varies according to the line of business, the quality

of management and the local operating environment. The scope and limits are adjusted in line with changing

circumstances.

In 2000, we refined and tightened our authorisation procedures and standardised the rules on the

delegation by overseas and domestic branches in various business areas.

Internal audit

In parallel with our efforts to tighten and standardise our authorisation procedures, the Bank has

strengthened its internal audit work, so as to ensure regulatory compliance and heighten awareness of

risk management. We have greatly extended the scope of our internal audits. In 2000, we conducted

a total of 3,344 comprehensive audits, 2,563 audits on the work of outgoing managers, 311 on incumbent

managers, and 7,561 other audits in various lines of business or initiated by some authorised external

bodies. In addition, we undertook internal audits of 4,964 lower-level branch offices (excluding deposit-

taking offices), accounting for 68% of the total. This figure included 67% of tier-two branch offices,

80% of sub-branch offices, 71% of business offices and 63% of processing offices.

We are pushing ahead with plans to create an effective and independent system that will be responsible

for the internal audit from the top to the bottom of the Bank. The main features of the system are:

� The heads of tier-one branches are responsible for the proper conduct of internal audit throughout

their respective areas;

� Chief auditors in charge of internal audit in tier-one branches report directly both to Head Office

and heads of their respective branches;

� Each of the audit centres that we have established in our tier-one branches is responsible for

overseeing 2 to 4 tier-two branch offices; and
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� Overseas, we are building up three regional internal audit centres, which will be responsible

for the branches in their respective regions. These centres are independent of local branches

and the audit staff are appointed directly by Head Office.

 To make our internal audits more effective, we are trying to ensure that they are done at an appropriately

early time. Instead of just auditing the performance of a branch manager at the end of his or her tenure,

their responsibilities are being clearly defined from the outset. In 2000, the Bank started drafting the

policies and regulations for the internal audit of the overall controls of our computer system and risk

controls of the corresponding application systems.

In 2000, the Bank established the Compliance Department in Head Office. Its key responsibilities

include: evaluating the efficiency and performance of every department of the Bank; monitoring staff

compliance with the Bank's policies and regulations, business procedures and their designated responsibilities;

executing instructions from the functional departments of Head Office, and the Guidelines for Staff Conduct.
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Building the Community

As a leading financial institution in China and one of growing significance overseas, the Bank of

China is very conscious of the need to support the wider communities in which it operates, both

through assisting with public welfare schemes and providing donations to charitable organisations.

We are, of course, most active in China, where there is a major need for such assistance in the

fields of disaster relief, poverty alleviation, education, health care, environmental protection and support

for the arts.

In 2000, the Bank provided financial assistance and our staff donated clothes and other necessities

to the Chinese Red Cross and charitable institutions that were assisting the victims of natural calamities

in Fujian, Hainan, Henan, Inner

Mongolia and other places.

In addition to responding

urgently to immediate problems,

the Bank and its staff have, over

many years, given considerable

help to the 'Project Hope', which

specialises in providing education

to the poorest parts of the country.

Between 1994 and 2000, for

example, the Bank donated more than RMB7 million (US$845,605) for building work at 15 primary

schools in western Fujian province. To date, these schools have provided education for 9,000 students.

In 2000, the local authorities planted trees at the historic site of the 1929 Gutian Meeting in Fujian

province to commemorate their gratitude to the Bank for this educational assistance.

In addition to these projects in Fujian, the Bank and its staff continued to provide money, clothing

and books to help 30 other 'Project Hope' schools in poverty-stricken areas elsewhere in the country.

Increasingly, leading financial institutions and corporations in China have been supporting the

arts. For the past few years the Bank has been the main sponsor of the National Ballet of China. It is

not only the best in China, but one warmly praised abroad for the artistic excellence of its performances.
54
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As representatives of an international bank, our overseas branches actively involve themselves

in the local welfare activities and charities. In 2000, the Bank of China Group in Hong Kong and

Macau contributed a total of US$1.14 million to public welfare programmes for culture, education,

sports, medical treatment and health care, etc.

The Group helped re-launch the Hong Kong Health Express, which provides free treatment to

cataract sufferers. This project has enabled thousands of people in the poor inland areas of China to

regain their eyesight. It has been widely acclaimed in China as an imaginative and generous gesture of

support from our compatriots in Hong Kong.

In Hong Kong itself, the Group continued to provide scholarships at the Chinese University of

Hong Kong, the Hong Kong University of Science and Technology, the Hong Kong Polytechnic

University and the City University of Hong Kong. It also sponsored such important local activities as

the Millennium Blood Donation scheme, the Maipo Environmental Protection project, the final of the

Hong Kong Badminton Championships, etc. In addition, in Macau, the Group provided financial

assistance to local unemployed workers through the General Federation of Macau Trade Unions.

55
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Verification Statement for the 2000 Final Accounts

(30 March, 2000)

 We have carefully examined all the financial statements and the

notes of the 2000 final accounts of the Bank of China and the relevant

account books and found all the figures in them true and fair, accurately

indicating the Bank's financial position at 31 December, 2000 and the

results of the Bank's operation for the year then ended.

Board of Supervisors

Bank of China
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Consolidated Profit and Loss Account of
the Bank and Its Wholly-owned Subsidiaries

in millions of RMB

Year ended 31 December OMMM NVVV

Interest income 147,110 141,908

Interest expense 102,150 104,677

Net interest income QQIVSM PTIOPN

Non-interest income NQIOUO NPIQUS

Including: Investment income 671 885

Fee & commission income 9,965 7,264

Foreign exchange gains 2,510 3,698

Others 1,136 1,639

Non-interest expense PNIQNM OUIPQP

Including: Operating expense 23,824 19,215

Fee & commission expense 1,825 3,225

Turnover tax and surtax 5,247 5,522

Others 514 381
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(continued)

Year ended 31 December OMMM NVVV

Operating profit before provisions OTIUPO OOIPTQ

Provisions 21,810 16,003

Operating profit SIMOO SIPTN

Non-operating income 1,843 607

Non-operating expense 1,029 375

Pre-tax profit SIUPS SISMP

Corporate tax 2,256 2,179

After-tax profit QIRUM QIQOQ
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Consolidated Balance Sheet of the Bank and Its
Wholly-owned Subsidiaries

in millions of RMB

Assets

Cash 20,019 31,531

Due from Central Bank 143,328 130,934

Due from banks 770,505 639,290

Accounts receivable 79,799 85,306

Less: Provisions for bad accounts 101 384

Bills discounted 33,597 39,959

Loans and overdrafts 1,377,755 1,489,137

Less: Provisions for bad loans 31,614 39,561

Securities 662,056 408,453

Investments 5,182 5,724

Less: Provisions for investment losses 2,220 228

Fixed assets 52,411 42,624

Other assets 61,934 75,476

Less: Other provisions 4,640 4,339

Total PINSUIMNN OIVMPIVOO

Contracts and contingent assets

Receivables under forward contracts 441,784 361,783

Collections receivable from customers 85,677 87,750

Customers' liabilities under letters of credit and guarantee 276,013 290,298

Trust assets 181,175 257,215

Total VUQISQV VVTIMQS

OMMM NVVVAt 31 December
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in millions of RMB

Liabilities

Due to Central Bank 22,297 89,870

Due to banks 603,607 525,517

Customer deposits 2,230,046 1,984,910

Remittances 28,076 28,259

Accounts payable 77,850 76,352

Bonds issued 7,268 8,650

Other liabilities 35,405 41,982

Total PIMMQIRQV OITRRIRQM

Owner's equity

Capital 104,500 104,500

Reserves 54,382 39,458

After-tax profit 4,580 4,424

Total owner's equity NSPIQSO NQUIPUO

Total liabilities and owner's equity PINSUIMNN OIVMPIVOO

Contracts and contingent liabilities

Payables under forward contracts 441,784 361,783

Collections for customers 85,677 87,750

Letters of credit and guarantee 276,013 290,298

Trust liabilities 181,175 257,215

Total VUQISQV VVTIMQS

OMMM NVVVAt 31 December
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Profit and Loss Account of the Bank of China

in millions of RMB

Year ended 31 December OMMM NVVV

Interest income 126,059 118,324

Interest expense 87,462 89,141

Net interest income PUIRVT OVINUP

Non-interest income NMITON UIVVR

Including: Investment income 671 244

Fee & commission income 6,908 4,667

Foreign exchange gains 2,142 3,286

Others 1,000 798

Non-interest expense OTIQVP OQIUPN

Including: Operating expense 20,859 16,488

Fee & commission expense 1,024 2,523

Turnover tax and surtax 5,228 5,499

Others 382 321
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(continued)

Year ended 31 December OMMM NVVV

Operating profit before provisions ONIUOR NPIPQT

Provisions 16,419 8,927

Operating profit RIQMS QIQOM

Non-operating income 1,564 296

Non-operating expense 1,029 375

Pre-tax profit RIVQN QIPQN

Corporate tax 1,961 1,432

After-tax profit PIVUM OIVMV
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Balance Sheet of the Bank of China

in millions of RMB

Assets

Cash 18,453 28,198

Due from Central Bank 143,328 130,903

Due from banks 671,614 520,510

Accounts receivable 74,725 75,833

Less: Provisions for bad accounts 101 383

Bills discounted 23,597 23,738

Loans and overdrafts 1,236,522 1,364,219

Less: Provisions for bad loans 22,304 28,576

Securities 618,749 368,529

Investments 25,358 25,974

Less: Provisions for investment losses 2,220 216

Fixed assets 50,006 40,003

Other assets 59,857 73,668

Less: Other provisions 4,242 4,310

Total OIUVPIPQO OISNUIMVM

Contracts and contingent assets

Receivables under forward contracts 397,814 320,631

Collections receivable from customers 79,812 81,349

Customers' liabilities under letters of credit and guarantee258,256 269,390

Trust assets 167,138 238,901

Total VMPIMOM VNMIOTN

OMMM NVVVAt 31 December
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in millions of RMB

Liabilities

Due to Central Bank 22,297 89,870

Due to banks 627,539 542,454

Customer deposits 1,940,684 1,695,453

Remittances 27,957 28,149

Accounts payable 72,144 67,746

Bonds issued 7,268 8,650

Other liabilities 32,591 38,901

Total OITPMIQUM OIQTNIOOP

Owner's equity

Capital 104,500 104,500

Reserves 54,382 39,458

After-tax profit 3,980 2,909

Total owner's equity NSOIUSO NQSIUST

Total liabilities and owner's equity OIUVPIPQO OISNUIMVM

Contracts and contingent liabilities

Payables under forward contracts 397,814 320,631

Collections for customers 79,812 81,349

Letters of credit and guarantee 258,256 269,390

Trust liabilities 167,138 238,901

Total VMPIMOM VNMIOTN

OMMM NVVVAt 31 December
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Notes to Financial Statements

�= Basis of Preparation

1. The financial statements of the Bank of China are prepared in accordance with the Accounting Law,

Accounting Regulations for Financial Enterprises, and other relevant regulations formulated by the People's

Bank of China and the Ministry of Finance of the People's Republic of China.

2. The Bank of China and its wholly-owned subsidiaries (hereinafter collectively referred to as the Group)

include the Bank of China (the parent bank), China Orient Trust and Investment Company, Bank of China

(Luxembourg), Sin Hua Bank Ltd., Kincheng Banking Corp., China State Bank Ltd., National Commercial

Bank Ltd., China & South Sea Bank Ltd., Yien Yieh Commercial Bank Ltd., Bank of China (Russia), Bank

of China (Kazakhstan), Bank of China (Canada), Bank of China International Holdings Ltd., Bank of China

(Zambia) and Bank of China(Malaysia). The consolidated financial statements of the Group include the accounts

of the Bank of China and its wholly-owned subsidiaries after eliminating all inter-company balances and transactions.

3. The financial statements of the Bank of China include the accounts of Head Office and its domestic

and overseas branches after eliminating all inter-branch balances and transactions.

�= Principal Accounting Policies

1. Accounting period

The statements adopt the Gregorian calendar as basis for the accounting period, which runs from 1

January to 31 December.

2. Accounting basis

The accounts are prepared on an accruals basis and on a historical cost basis.

3. Foreign currency translation

Assets, liabilities and results of operations of domestic branches and subsidiaries which are denominated

in foreign currencies are translated into Renminbi at year-end exchange rates. Assets, liabilities and results

of operations of overseas institutions are recorded in local currency. For consolidation purposes, the assets,

liabilities and results of operations are translated into Renminbi at year-end exchange rates. Exchange rates

of US Dollars against Renminbi have been:

31 December, 2000�1:8.2781

31 December, 1999�1:8.2793
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4. Due to Central Bank

Due to Central Bank refers to funds borrowed from the People's Bank of China.

5. Due to banks

Due to banks refers to funds borrowed from counterparts and foreign central banks as well as the deposits

placed by counterparts with the Group for daily settlement.

6. Provisions for bad accounts

Provisions for bad accounts are set at 0.3% of the balance of accounts receivable at the end of the

year for domestic branches and offices. Overseas institutions are subject to relevant local regulations when

they make the provisions.

The accounts are written off according to legal procedures if the accounts receivable are not recovered

even after the insolvent properties or inheritance are paid off when the debtors go bankrupt or die, or the

accounts are not recovered after more than three years upon the loans expiring.

7. Provisions for bad loans

According to the Ministry of Finance, provisions for bad loans are set at 1% of outstanding loans (including

loans and bills discounted) at the end of the year for domestic branches and offices. Overseas institutions

are subject to local regulations when they set aside their provisions.

Bad loans are written off according to the legal procedures in compliance with the relevant regulations

of the Ministry of Finance for domestic branches. Overseas institutions are subject to relevant local regulations

when they write off bad loans.

8. Securities and investments

Securities include government bonds and bonds issued by international financial institutions with a rating

of AA or better. Investments are equity investments made by the Group in other independent legal entities.

9. Fixed assets

Fixed assets refer to assets that have been used for over one year and whose unit value is above RMB2,000

(inclusive). These include houses, buildings, machinery, transport vehicles and other equipment, appliances

and tools related to our operations. Major non-operational equipment and equipment with unit value exceeding

RMB2,000 and with terms of service greater than two years are also treated as fixed assets.

The fixed assets are recorded on a historical cost basis and the depreciation of the fixed assets is calculated

on a straight-line basis. The depreciation rate is calculated according to the original cost of the fixed assets,

estimated net salvage rate (3%) and period of depreciation based on their categories. Fixed assets are stated

at cost less accumulated depreciation.
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10. Interest income

Interest income refers to the interest the Group earned from loans, overdrafts, bonds and interbank

lending. Interest income of interbank lending refers to the interest income arising out of the Group's lending

to the Central Bank and other financial institutions.

Interest income from loans are recognised on an accruals basis. The accruals basis does not apply to

the interest receivable overdue for more than 180 days, which should then be recognised in the profit and

loss account when they are actually received.

11. Investment income

Investment income refers to profits from the Group's equity investments, dividend incomes and net

gains from the purchase and sale of securities. The interest income generated by bonds is included in the

interest income instead of the investment income. The figures of 1999 comparatives are adjusted accordingly.

12. Fee and commission income

Fee and commission income refers to the income recognised when the charges for handling settlement,

foreign exchange, guarantee and similar activities are actually received.

13. Foreign exchange gains

Foreign exchange gains refer to net proceeds arising out of foreign exchange trading and conversion

business. Losses are shown as foreign exchange losses.

14. Operating expense

 Operating expense includes personnel expense, business expense and depreciation charges incurred

in the course of the Group's operations and administration. All provisions made during the year are disclosed

separately rather than included in the operating expense. The figures of 1999 comparatives are adjusted accordingly.

15. Turnover tax and surtax

Turnover tax and surtax refers to the tax and related expense paid by domestic branches and offices,

which includes operating tax, city maintenance and construction tax, additional education tax and similar

taxes as well as taxes paid by the overseas institutions except the corporate tax. The turnover tax of the

domestic branches and offices is paid on the basis of 8% of the taxable operating income.

16. Interest expense

Interest expense refers to the interest the Group paid for its borrowings, interest expense arising out

of the Group's financing with financial institutions and the issuing of bonds. Interest expense of interbank
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financing refers to the interest expense arising out of the Group's financing with the Central Bank and other

financial institutions.

The interest income from loans is recognised on an accruals basis. The interest rates on current deposits

are the current interest rates at the end of the period and those on time deposits are set according to the

interest rates of CDs.

17. Fee and commission expense

Fee and commission expense refers to the charges paid by the Bank for its transactions. The commission

expense is recognised when paid.
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TLX:=VORMMP=`_hmq=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MRVQJOSVUVMQI

OSVRVTQ
FAX:=EUSF=MRVQJOSVMTSN
POST CODE:=PRNNMM

QUANZHOU BRANCH
_l`=_iadK=cbkdwb=gfbI
nr^kwelr=PSOMMMI
crgf^k=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=TP_
TLX:=VOUMRT=nw_l`=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MRVRJONNMRPS

FAX:=EUSF=MRVRJONNMSPS
POST CODE: PSOMMM

ZHANGZHOU BRANCH
SR=a^qlkd=_bf=irI
we^kdwelrI
crgf^k=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=TPa
TLX:=VOVMNN=_l`we=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MRVSJOMOOVOVI

OMPOOOP
FAX:=EUSF=MRVSJOMSPQNN
POST CODE:=PSPMMM

d^kpr=molsfk`b

GANSU BRANCH
RUV=qf^kperf=irI
i^kwelr=TPMMMMI
d^kpr=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=SSM
TLX:=TONOU=L=TOMPQ=iw_l`=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MVPNJUQNTRVT
FAX:=EUSF=MVPNJUUSSPSV
POST CODE:=TPMMMM

dr^kdalkd=molsfk`b

GUANGDONG BRANCH
NVT=alkdcbkd=uf=irI
dr^kdwelr=RNMNPMI
dr^kdalkd=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=QMM
TLX:=QQNMQO=dw_l`=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MOMJUPPPUMUM
FAX:=EUSF=MOMJUPPQQMSS
POST CODE:=RNMNPM

GUANGZHOUSHI
YANJIANG SUB-BRANCH
VN=`e^kd=af=ol^aI
dr^kdwelr=RNMNOMI
dr^kdalkd=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=QO^
TLX:=QQNMOQ=vg_l`=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MOMJUPPQMVVU
FAX:=EUSF=MOMJUPPQMVVUJOVON
POST CODE:=RNMNOM

ZHUHAI BRANCH
vrbe^f=b^pq=ol^aI=dlkd_bfI
were^f=RNVMOMI
dr^kdalkd=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=QRm
TLX:=QRSOOU=wr_l`=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MTRSJUUURNRT
FAX:=EUSF=MTRSJUUURNRT
POST CODE:=RNVMOM

SHANTOU BRANCH
gfk=pe^=b^pq=ol^aI
pe^kqlr=RNRMQNI
dr^kdalkd=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=QN^
TLX:=QRQMQO=pq_l`=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MTRQJUOSOVRR
FAX:=EUSF=MTRQJUOSOUQP
POST CODE:=RNRMQN

CHAOZHOU BRANCH
ebkdqlkd=_iadKI=`e^l=cbkd
irI=`e^lwelr=RONMNNI
dr^kdalkd=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=QNm
TLX:=QRMMOM=`w_l`=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MTSUJOOSMVTV
FAX:=EUSF=MTSUJOUMPMQR
POST CODE:=RONMNN

DONGGUAN BRANCH
NP=vrk=eb=uf=bo=irI
alkddr^k=RNNTMMI
dr^kdalkd=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=QQt
TLX:=QRRMNU=ad_l`=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MTSVJOOPMSSU
FAX:=EUSF=MTSVJONNMNSS
POST CODE:=RNNTMM

FOSHAN BRANCH
O=obk=jfk=uf=irI
clpe^k=ROUMMMI
dr^kdalkd=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=QQ^
TLX:=QORMNN=cp_l`=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MTRTJOOOUUUU
FAX:=EUSF=MTRTJOOONSPU
POST CODE:=ROUMMM

GUANGZHOU K. F. Q. BRANCH
O=nfkd=kf^k=ol^aI
dr^kdwelr=b`lkljf`=^ka
qb`ekf`^i=absbilmjbkq=wlkbI
dr^kdwelr=RNMTPMI
dr^kdalkd=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=QOd
TLX:=QQMUMO=dawud=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MOMJUOONRVNN
FAX:=EUSF=MOMJUOONOTSS
POST CODE:=RNMTPM

HUIZHOU BRANCH
OO=j^f=af=ol^aI
erfwelr=RNSMMNI
dr^kdalkd=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=QT^
TLX:=QOTMPQ=ew_l`=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MTROJOOTNVUU
FAX:=EUSF=MTROJOOTMNNM
POST CODE:=RNSMMN

JIANGMEN BRANCH
OO=d^kdhlr=ol^aI
gf^kdjbk=ROVMRNI
dr^kdalkd=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=QQh
TLX:=QRVMNU=_l`gj=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MTRMJPNUNOUU
FAX:=EUSF=MTRMJPNUNQQQ
POST CODE:=ROVMRN

Branches and Sub-branches Authorized to Handle
International Business
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A n n u a l  R e p o r t  2 0 0 0

MAOMING BRANCH
O=vlr`ebkd=tr=irI
j^ljfkd=RORMMMI
dr^kdalkd=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=QOm
TLX:=QRPMNS=jj_l`=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MSSUJOOUPQNM
FAX:=EUSF=MSSUJOOURPMM
POST CODE:=RORMMM

MEIZHOU BRANCH
RP=jbfgf^kd=vf=ol^aI
jbfwelr=RNQMONI
dr^kdalkd=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=QTh
TLX:=QOVMNU=_l`jw=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MTRPJONUVTTS
FAX:=EUSF=MTRPJONUVPRU
POST CODE:=RNQMON

SHAOGUAN BRANCH
NRU=gfbc^kd=ol^aI
pe^ldr^k=RNOMMMI
dr^kdalkd=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=QSm
TLX:=QRUOOP=_l`pd=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MTRNJUUUUPPU
FAX:=EUSF=MTRNJUUUPVTS
POST CODE:=RNOMMM

YANGJIANG BRANCH
OV=alkdcbkd=vf=irI
v^kdgf^kd=ROVRMMI
dr^kdalkd=molsKI=`efk^
ptfcqW =_h`e=`k=_g=QOt
qiuW=QRNMNU=_l`vg=`k
qbiW=EUSF=MSSOJPOPSUPU
c^uW=EUSF=MSSOJPOOTTQP
mlpq=`labW =ROVRMM

ZHANJIANG BRANCH
RM=obkjfk=a^a^l=welkdI
we^kgf^kd=ROQMOOI
dr^kdalkd=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=QPm
TLX:=QROMPN=dwgl`=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MTRVJPNUVUUU
FAX:=EUSF=MTRVJPPUMNUP
POST CODE:=ROQMOO

ZHAOQING BRANCH
P=ar^k=welr=ifr=ol^aI
we^lnfkd=ROSMQMI
dr^kdalkd=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=QP^
TLX:=QOUOMU=_l`wn=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MTRUJOUOUUSU
FAX:=EUSF=MTRUJOUOVSOQ
POST CODE:=ROSMQM

ZHONGSHAN BRANCH
NU=welkd=pe^k=qefoa=ol^aI
welkdpe^k=ROUQMQI
dr^kdalkd=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=QQq
TLX:=QOSMMR=wp_l`=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MTSMJUPPSSUU
FAX:=EUSF=MTSMJUPPTTUU
POST CODE:=ROUQMQ

HESHAN SUB-BRANCH
OOU=ufk=`ebkd=ol^aI
pe^mfkdI=ebpe^k=ROVTMMI
dr^kdalkd=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=QQk
TEL:=EUSF=MTRMJUVVPPUU
FAX:=EUSF=MTRMJUVUUQNN
POST CODE:=ROVTMM

KAIPING SUB-BRANCH
N=uf^kd=ilkd=welkd=vfk
ol^aI=h^fmfkd=ROUOMMI
dr^kdalkd=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=QQm
TLX:=QRVMSS=_l`hq=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MTRMJOPOOOOO
FAX:=EUSF=MTRMJOPNNNNN
POST CODE:=ROUOMM

NANHAI SUB-BRANCH
R=clmfkd=ol^aI=clpe^k=ROUOMMI
dr^kdalkd=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=QQb
TLX:=QORMSV=ckel`=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MTRTJOOPOOMU
FAX:=EUSF=MTRTJSPPTPUN
POST CODE:=ROUOMM

SANSHUI SUB-BRANCH
Q=tbk=cbkd=welkd=ol^aI
ufk^k=qltkI=p^kperf=ROUNMMI
dr^kdalkd=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=QQ`
TLX:=QORMVP=_l`pp=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MTRTJTTPPTST
FAX:=EUSF=MTRTJUUUNSOO
POST CODE:=ROUNMM

SHUNDE SUB-BRANCH
O=cbkd=pe^k=uf=irI
a^if^kd=webkI=perkab=ROUPMMI
dr^kdalkd=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=QQ_
TLX:=QORNNN=_l`pa=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MTSRJOOONUUU
FAX:=EUSF=MTSRJOOONUUP
POST CODE:=ROUPMM

TAISHAN SUB-BRANCH
QS=nf^l=er=irI
q^f`ebkd=qltkI
q^fpe^k=ROVOMMI
dr^kdalkd=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=QQj
TLX:=QRVMUM=qp_l`=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MTRMJRRNOSUU
FAX:=EUSF=MTRMJRROSUOM
POST CODE:=ROVOMM

XINHUI SUB-BRANCH
T=werwf=ol^aI
erf`ebkd=qltkI=ufkerf
ROVNMMI
dr^kdalkd=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=QQi
TLX:=QRVMQQ=ue_hq=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MTRMJSSNVOUU
FAX:=EUSF=MTRMJSSSSMON
POST CODE:=ROVNMM

dr^kduf=wer^kdG

GUANGXI BRANCH
NR=dr`ebkd=ol^aI
k^kkfkd=RPMMOOI
dr^kduf=wer^kdGI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=QUM
TLX:=QUNOO=_l`du=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MTTNJOUNNTQN
FAX:=EUSF=MTTNJOUNNOST
POST CODE:=RPMMOO

BEIHAI BRANCH
fkqbok^qflk^i=cfk^k`f^i
_rfiafkdI=_bfe^f=pqobbqI
_bfe^f=RPSMMMI
dr^kduf=wer^kdGI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=QV_
TLX:=QUTQM=_l`_e=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MTTVJPMPSNNO
FAX:=EUSF=MTTVJPMPSNNO
POST CODE:=RPSMMM

FANGCHENGGANG BRANCH
N=cr=vr=pqobbqI
c^kd`ebkd=d^kd=RPUMMNI
dr^kduf=wer^kdGI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=QVe
TLX:=QUORUS=_l`cd=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MTTMJOUOORRO
FAX:=EUSF=MTTMJOUPNNNR
POST CODE:=RPUMMN

GUILIN BRANCH
R=pe^k=er=_bf=ol^aI
drfifk=RQNMMNI
dr^kduf=wer^kdGI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=QV`
TLX:=QUQSQ=di_l`=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MTTPJOUMOUST
FAX:=EUSF=MTTPJOUOQUNT
POST CODE:=RQNMMN

LIUZHOU BRANCH
NTU=mfkd=pe^k=^sbkrbI
ifrwelr=RQRMMRI
dr^kduf=wer^kdGI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=QVa
TLX:=QURTV=_l`iw=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MTTOJPUOMTTQ
FAX:=EUSF=MTTOJPUMNNQO
POST CODE: RQRMMR

WUZHOU BRANCH
N=ufkufkd=vf=ol^aI
trwelr=RQPMMOI
dr^kduf=wer^kdGI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=QV^
TLX:=QUSUM=tw_l`=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MTTQJPUOTNMN
FAX:=EUSF=MTTQJPUOTNMN
POST CODE:=RQPMMO

YULIN BRANCH
PUR=t^f=er^k=alkd=ol^aI
vrifk=RPTMMMI
dr^kduf=wer^kdGI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=QVd
TLX:=QUPRQ=_l`vi=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MTTRJOUOQSRQ
FAX:=EUSF=MTTRJOUMQOOM

POST CODE:=RPTMMM

drfwelr=molsfk`b

GUIZHOU BRANCH
PM=arpf=ol^aI
drfv^kd=RRMMMOI
drfwelr=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=OQM
TLX:=SSMNN=a`dw_=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MURNJRUNROSN
FAX:=EUSF=MURNJRUORTQS
POST CODE:=RRMMMO

e^fk^k=molsfk`b

HAINAN BRANCH
PU=a^qlkd=ol^aI
e^fhlr=RTMNMOI
e^fk^k=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=TQM
TLX:=QVMNTO=e^_l`=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MUVUJSTTUMMN
FAX:=EUSF=MUVUJSTTQTRS
POST CODE:=RTMNMO

SANYA BRANCH
MPR=gfbc^kd=clro=ol^aI
p^kv^=RTOMMMI
e^fk^k=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=TR^
TLX:=QVMMVN=pv_l`=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MUVVJUOTOOUM
FAX:=EUSF=MUVVJUOTRMVM
POST CODE:=RTOMMM

eb_bf=molsfk`b

HEBEI BRANCH
UM=ufker^=ol^aI
pefgf^wer^kd=MRMMMMI
eb_bf=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=OOM
TLX:=OSONS=L=OSNMP=gw_l`
`k
TEL:=EUSF=MPNNJTMPSMNT
FAX: EUSF=MPNNJTMPVUNQ
POST CODE:=MRMMMM

QINHUANGDAO BRANCH
NRT=vfkd_fk=ol^aI
nfker^kda^l=MSSMMNI
eb_bf=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=OP^
TLX:=OTNMUO=ne_l`=`k

OTNMOR=ne_l`=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MPPRJPMSMORQ
FAX:=EUSF=MPPRJPMSSONN
POST CODE:=MSSMMN

TANGSHAN BRANCH
ST=ufker^=tbpq=ol^aI
q^kdpe^k=MSPMMQI
eb_bf=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=OPe
TLX:=OTOMNS=qp_l`=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MPNRJOONQOQV
FAX:=EUSF=MPNRJOONOROU
POST CODE:=MSPMMQ
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ebfilkdgf^kd=molsfk`b

HEILONGJIANG BRANCH
NV=elkdgrk=pqobbqI
e^o_fkNRMMMNI
ebfilkdgf^kd=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=USM
TLX:=UTMMV=_`e_=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MQRNJPSPPRNUJUNNN
FAX:=EUSF=MQRNJPSQSQRR
POST CODE:=NRMMMN

ZHAOLIN SUB-BRANCH
PT=we^lifk=pqobbqI
a^lif=afpqof`qI=e^o_fk=NRMMNMI
ebfilkdgf^kd=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=UT^
TLX:=UTNOO=_l`ag=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MQRNJQSNMRVS
FAX:=EUSF=MQRNJQSNMRVS
POST CODE:=NRMMNM

DAQING BRANCH
NSU=gfkd=ifr=pqobbqI
p^=bo=qr=alkd=cbkd=ufk=`rkI
a^nfkd=NSPPNNI
ebfilkdgf^kd=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=UTa
TLX:=UTMQO=_`an=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MQRVJSPURSUNI

SPURSVM
FAX:=EUSF=MQRVJSPURSTV
POST CODE:=NSPPNN

HEIHE BRANCH
NTR=ufkdD^k=pqobbqI
ebfeb=NSQPMMI
ebfilkdgf^kd=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=UTc
TLX:=UTOPS=_l`ee=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MQRSJUOPOOQS
FAX:=EUSF=MQRSJUOOOMVP
POST CODE:=NSQPMM

JIAMUSI BRANCH
RT=welkdpe^k=ol^aI
gf^jrpf=NRQMMOI
ebfilkdgf^kd=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=UT_
TLX:=UURMMV=_`gjp=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MQRQJUOQVOSR
FAX:=EUSF=MQRQJUOQVOSR
POST CODE:=NRQMMO

MUDANJIANG BRANCH
V=q^fmfkd=ol^aI
jra^kgf^kd=NRTMMMI
ebfilkdgf^kd=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=UTb
TLX:=UUPMMT=_l`jag=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MQRPJSVOVUPPJSPMQI

SVOTSMS
FAX:=EUSF=MQRPJSVOVNRS
POST CODE: NRTMMM

QIQIHAR BRANCH
P=_rhrf=plrqe=pqobbqI

ilkdpe^=afpqof`qI
nfnfe^o=NSNMMRI
ebfilkdgf^kd=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=UT`
TLX:=UUMMNO=nn_l`=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MQROJOQTRSTQ
FAX:=EUSF=MQROJOQTPRMP
POST CODE:=NSNMMR

ebk^k=molsfk`b

HENAN BRANCH
QM=er^=vr^k=ol^aI
webkdwelr=QRMMMUI
ebk^k=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=RPM
TLX: QSMRP=we_l`=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MPTNJRTOUOUU
FAX:=EUSF=MPTNJRTOQSTU
POST CODE: QRMMMU

er_bf=molsfk`b

HUBEI BRANCH
SR=er^kdpef=ol^aI
e^khlr=tre^k=QPMMNPI
er_bf=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=SMM
TLX:=QMNNO=e__l`=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MOTJUOUNPPMRI

UOUNPTOP
FAX:=EUSF=MOTJUOUPUTQVI

UOUNPMQV
POST CODE: QPMMNP

HANKOU SUB-BRANCH
NMON=welkdpe^k=^sbkrbI
e^khlr=tre^k=QPMMONI
er_bf=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=SMM
TLX:=QMOSP=_`g_e=`kI

QMMORT=do^t`=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MOTJUOUPUNRMI

UOUNPORO
FAX:=EUSF=MOTJUOUPUNRM
POST CODE:=QPMMON

erk^k=molsfk`b

HUNAN BRANCH
TN=trvf=b^pq=ol^aI
`e^kdpe^=QNMMMNI
erk^k=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=^VTM
TLX:=VUNMT=ek_l`=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MTPNJQNNVMPPI

QNOMSSP
FAX: EUSF=MTPNJQNNVRNQ
POST CODE:=QNMMMN

XIANGTAN BRANCH
OQV=gf^kpeb=kloqe=ol^aI
uf^kdq^k=QNNNMMI
erk^k=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=VUa
TLX: VVUMOM=uq_l`=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MTPOJUOSPSMU
FAX:=EUSF=MTPOJUOOMSRU
POST CODE:=QNNNMM

ZHUZHOU BRANCH
OQV=ufk=er^=tbpq=ol^aI

werwelr=QNOMMMI
erk^k=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=VU`
TLX:=VVRMOM=wwoje=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MTPPJUNMOMTO
FAX:=EUSF=MTPPJUNMOQPN
POST CODE:=QNOMMM

fkkbo=jlkdlif^G

INNER MONGOLIA BRANCH
UU=ufk`ebkd=alkd=gfbI
ereelq=MNMMNMI
fkkbo=jlkdlif^GI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=UUM
TLX:=URMMU=_l`e_=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MQTNJQSVMMOM
FAX:=EUSF=MQTNJQSVMMUQ
POST CODE:=MNMMNM

BAOTOU BRANCH
ufkdvr^k=elqbiI
d^kd=qfb=a^gfbI=nfkdpe^k
nrI
_^lqlr=MNQMPMI
fkkbo=jlkdlif^GI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=UV^
TLX:=URMVU=_l`_q=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MQTOJRNOUUUU
FAX:=EUSF=MQTOJRNRNPNN
POST CODE:=MNQMPM

DONGSHENG BRANCH
OV=bboarlpf=tbpq=pqobbqI
alkd=pebkd=MNTMMMI
fkkbo=jlkdlif^GI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=UV`
TLX:=URMNMP=_l`ap=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MQTTJUPOOQTO
FAX:=EUSF=MQTTJUPOOQTO
POST CODE:=MNTMMM

HAILAR BRANCH
pebkdif=p^k=irI=ebalkdI
e^fi^o=MONMMUI
fkkbo=jlkdlif^GI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=UVa
TLX:=URQMOR=_l`e^ip_=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MQTMJUOOPTON
FAX:=EUSF=MQTMJUOOPNVP
POST CODE:=MONMMU

MANZHOULI SUB-BRANCH
OU=boa^l=gfbI
j^kwelrif=MONQMMI
fkkbo=jlkdlif^G=I=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=UVh
TLX:=URQMSM=wejwe=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MQTMJSOOPTMT
FAX:=EUSF=MQTMJSOOPTMT
POST CODE:=MONQMM

gf^kdpr=molsfk`b

JIANGSU BRANCH
NQU=welkd=pe^k=k^k=irI
k^kgfkd=ONMMMRI
gf^kdpr=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=VQM
TLX:=PQNNS=_l`gp=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MORJQOMTUUUJPMVMS
FAX:=EUSF=MORJQOMUUQP
POST CODE:=ONMMMR

CHANGZHOU BRANCH

NRM=ebmfkd=k^k=irI
`e^kdwelr=ONPMMPI
gf^kdpr=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=VRb
TLX:=PSNMMU=_l``w=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MRNVJUNOOVUU
FAX:=EUSF=MRNVJUNMUVMP
POST CODE:=ONPMMP

LIANYUNGANG BRANCH
N=jfaaib=e^fif^k=ol^aI
ufk=mr=afpqof`qI
if^kvrkd^kd=OOOMMOI
gf^kdpr=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=VR^
TLX:=PSVMP=_l`iv=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MRNUJRQNQTVM
FAX:=EUSF=MRNUJRRNQSSR
POST CODE:=OOOMMO

NANTONG BRANCH
NV=nfkd=kf^k=uf=ol^aI
k^kqlkd=OOSMMSI
gf^kdpr=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=VRd
TLX:=PSRMMP=_l`kq=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MRNPJPRNSUUU
FAX:=EUSF=MRNPJPRNUVON
POST CODE:=OOSMMS

SUZHOU BRANCH
NUU=d^k=gf^kd=ol^aI
prwelr=ONRMMOI
gf^kdpr=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=VR_
TLX:=PSPMNM=_l`pr=`k
TEL: EUSF=MRNOJRNNPRRUJROSS
FAX:=EUSF=MRNOJRNNUUVT
POST CODE:=ONRMMO

WUXI BRANCH
ORU=welkd=pe^k=ol^aI
truf=ONQMMOI
gf^kdpr=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=VR`
TLX:=PSOMVM=tu_l`=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MRNMJOTMRUUU
FAX:=EUSF=MRNMJOTVMSTP
POST CODE:=ONQMMO

YANGZHOU BRANCH
V=drq^=ol^aI
v^kdwelr=OORMMOI
gf^kdpr=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=VRe
TLX:=PSQMNR=vw_l`=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MRNQJTPSNMRS
FAX:=EUSF=MRNQJTPSNMRT
POST CODE:=OORMMO

ZHENJIANG BRANCH
OPR=welkd=pe^k=ol^aI
webkgf^kd=ONOMMNI
gf^kdpr=molsKI==`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=VRa
TLX:=PSMMOV=_l`wg=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MRNNJRMOMNPR
FAX:=EUSF=MRNNJRMOPRMN
POST CODE:=ONOMMN

ZHANGJIAGANG SUB-BRANCH
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nfkd=kf^k=ol^aI
we^kdgf^d^kd=ONRSMMI
gf^kdpr=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=VRi
TLX:=PSPUOR=wg_l`=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MROMJUSURRTQ
FAX:=EUSF=MROMJUSUQPQV
POST CODE:=ONRSMM

gf^kduf=molsfk`b

JIANGXI BRANCH
N=we^knf^k=tbpq=ol^aI
k^k`e^kd=PPMMMOI
gf^kduf=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=RRM
TLX:=VRMNP=_l`k`=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MTVNJSQTNRNP
FAX:=EUSF=MTVNJSQTNRNR
POST CODE:=PPMMMO

JINGDEZHEN BRANCH
`f=ar=^sbkrbI
gfkdabwebk=PPPMMMI
gf^kduf=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=RS^
TLX:=VROMT=_l`ga=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MTVUJURORSQS
FAX:=EUSF=MTVUJURORSQS
POST CODE:=PPPMMM

gfifk=molsfk`b

JILIN BRANCH
NQ=ufkjfk=a^=gfbI
`e^kd=`erk=NPMMONI
gfifk=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=UQM
TLX:=UPMMS=``_l`=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MQPNJRSSUUQT
FAX:=EUSF=MQPNJRSQRRTS
POST CODE:=NPMMON

CHANGCHUN XI AN DA LU
SUB-BRANCH
N=qlkdwef=pqobbqI
`e^kd`erk=NPMMSNI
gfifk=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=UR^
TLX:=UPNOQ=g`_l`=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MQPNJUVQUSST
FAX:=EUSF=MQPNJUVQUTQT
POST CODE:=NPMMSN

JILIN CITY  BRANCH
N=pebkwebk=^sbkrbI
gfifk=NPOMNNI=gfifk=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=UR_
TLX:=UQMNM=_vlli=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MQPOJQSTMONS
FAX:=EUSF=MQPOJQSTMOVV
POST CODE:=NPOMNN

YANJI SUB-BRANCH
NMT=obkjfk=irI
v^kgf=NPPMMMI=gfifk=molsKI
`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=UR`
TLX:=UQONMV=vg_l`=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MQPPJORPSQRQ
FAX:=EUSF=MQPPJORNSUTT
POST CODE:=NPPMMM

if^lkfkd=molsfk`b

LIAONING BRANCH
V=v^k � k=ol^aI
welkd=pe^k=afpfqof`qI
a^if^k=NNSMMNI
if^lkfkd=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=UNM
TLX:=USNSP=`a_=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MQNNJOUMPPMM
FAX:=EUSF=MQNNJOSPUSQU
POST CODE:=NNSMMN

DALIAN ZHONGSHAN SQUARE
SUB-BRANCH
V=welkdpe^k=dr^kd=`e^kdI
a^if^k=NNSMMNI
if^lkfkd=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=UOk
TEL:=EUSF=MQNNJOUMRTNN
FAX:=EUSF=MQNNJOSPTRMQ
POST CODE:=NNSMMN

SHENYANG BRANCH
ORP=pefcr=ol^aI
pebkeb=afpqof`qI
pebkv^kd=NNMMNPI
if^lkfkd=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=UO^
TLX:=UMMRU=_`p_=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MOQJOOURSSSS
FAX:=EUSF=MOQJOOURTSOO
POST CODE:=NNMMNP

ANSHAN BRANCH
QI=ONV=ol^a
qfbalkd=afpqof`qI
^kpe^k=NNQMMNI
if^lkfkd=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=UOa
TLX:=UNMMQQ=_l`^p=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MQNOJOOORUNU
FAX:=EUSF=MQNOJOOPOONT
POST CODE:=NNQMMN

DALIAN DEVELOPMENT ZONE
BRANCH
_^kh=lc=`efk^=qltboI
NRU=gfk=j^=irI
a^if^k=b`lkljf`=^ka
qb`ekf`^i=absbilmjbkq
wlkbI=a^if^k=NNSSMMI
if^lkfkd=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=UOe
TLX:=USMSM=_l`ah=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MQNNJTSNVVVV
FAX:=EUSF=MQNNJTSNORRQ
POST CODE:=NNSSMM

DANDONG BRANCH
SM=gfkpe^k=a^gfbI
a^kalkd=NNUMMMI
if^lkfkd=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=UO_
TLX:=UNOMOU=_l`aa=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MQNRJONPTTON
FAX:=EUSF=MQNRJONOONVT
POST CODE:=NNUMMM

JINZHOU BRANCH
OR=pb`qflkp=RI
gfbc^kd=ol^aI
ifkdeb=afpqof`qI
gfkwelr=NONMMMI
if^lkfkd=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=UOc
TLX:=UNPMPV=gwwde=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MQNSJPNPNOTU
FAX:=EUSF=MQNSJPNPNOTU
POST CODE:=NONMMM

YINGKOU BRANCH
U=tbpqI=_le^f=a^gfbI
we^knf^k=afpqof`qI
vfkdhlr=NNRMMMI
if^lkfkd=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=UO`
TLX:=UNQMNM=_l`vh=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MQNTJOUMPQOSN
FAX:=EUSF=MQNTJOUMRNQT
POST CODE:=NNRMMM

kfkduf^=erfG

NINGXIA BRANCH
UM=gfbc^kd=uf=pqobbqI
vfk`er^k==TRMMMNI
kfkduf^=erfGI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=OSM
TLX:=TRMMMP=_l`v`=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MVRNJRMQQSTN
FAX:=EUSF=MVRNJRMQQSTN
POST CODE:=TRMMMN

nfkde^f=molsfk`b

QINGHAI BRANCH
ONU=alkddr^k=pqobbqI
ufkfkd=UNMMMMI
nfkde^f=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=OUM
TLX:=TTMNV=_l`uk=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MVTNJUNUMNVO
FAX:=EUSF=MVTNJUNUMNVO
POST CODE:=UNMMMM

pe^^kuf=molsfk`b

SHAANXI BRANCH
PU=grer^=vr^kI=ufD^k=TNMMMNI
pe^^kuf=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=SOM
TLX:=TMNOU=_l`u^=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MOVJTOSQSQSI

TOSPMOM
FAX:=EUSF=MOVJTONUOOP
POST CODE:=TNMMMN

pe^kalkd=molsfk`b

SHANDONG BRANCH
S=uf^kdd^kd=welkd=irI
nfkda^l=OSSMTNI
pe^kalkd=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=RMM
TLX:=POOPR=_l`na=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MRPOJRVNVOMNI

PUSNRRO
FAX:=EUSF=MRPOJRVNVOMN
POST CODE:=OSSMTN

JINAN BRANCH

OO=irl=vr^k=a^gfbI
gfk^k=ORMMSPI
pe^kalkd=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=RN_
TLX:=PVNNMP=_l`gk=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MRPNJSVVRMTSI

SVVRMMQ
FAX:=EUSF=MRPNJSVVROOPI

SVVROPS
POST CODE:=ORMMSP

RIZHAO BRANCH
OQ=er^kde^f=vf=irI
ofwe^l=OTSUOSI
pe^kalkd=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=RNb
TLX:=POMMOM=_l`ow=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MSPPJUPPNSSM
FAX:=EUSF=MSPPJUPPNOSQ
POST CODE:=OTSUOS

WEIHAI BRANCH
V=kloqe=nfkda^l=ol^aI
tbfe^f=OSQOMMI
pe^kalkd=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=RNa
TLX:=POTOOO=_l`te=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MSPNJRPOSVUU
FAX:=EUSF=MSPNJRPNTOMT
POST CODE:=OSQOMM

YANTAI BRANCH
NSS=gfb=c^kd=ol^aI
v^kq^f=OSQMMNI
pe^kalkd=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=RN^
TLX:=PORNP=_l`vq=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MRPRJSOPUUUU
FAX:=EUSF=MRPRJSOPUUUUJSOPO
POST CODE:=OSQMMN

pe^kde^f=`fqv

SHANGHAI BRANCH
OP=welkd=pe^k=ol^a=EbK
NFI
pe^kde^f=OMMMMOI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=PMM
TLX:=PPMSO=_l`pe=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MONJSPOVNVTV
FAX:=EUSF=MONJSQTOVPUQ
POST CODE:=OMMMMO

pe^kuf=molsfk`b

SHANXI BRANCH
OUU=vfkdwb=a^gfbI
q^fvr^k=MPMMMNI
pe^kuf=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=SUM
TLX:=OUMMQ=_l`q_=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MPRNJQMQURRS
FAX:=EUSF=MPRNJQMQMPSQ
POST CODE:=MPMMMN
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SHUOZHOU BRANCH
QR=h^fc^=k^k=irI=perlwelr
MPURMMI
pe^kuf=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=SV^
TLX:=OVNMMQ=_l`mp=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MPQVJOMOQTNV
FAX:=EUSF=MPQVJOMOMUSN
POST CODE:=MPURMM

pf`er^k=molsfk`b

SICHUAN BRANCH
PR=jfaaib=obkjfk=ol^a
EO=ar^kFI=`ebkdar=SNMMNRI
pf`er^k=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=RTM
TLX:=SMNQP=_l``a=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MOUJSQMPOROI

STQNVRM
FAX:=EUSF=MOUJSQMPPSR
POST CODE:=SNMMNR

CHENGDU SHUDUDADAO
SUB-BRANCH
NU=kloqe=perjl=qeobb=pqobbqI
`ebkdar=SNMMNSI
pf`er^k=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=RU^
TEL:=EUSF=MOUJSTNTSROI

SSSUOON
FAX:=EUSF=MOUJSSTVTOTI

SSTSTUT
POST CODE:=SNMMNS

pebkwebk=`fqv

SHENZHEN BRANCH
fkqbok^qflk^i=cfk^k`b
_rfiafkdI
OMOO=gf^kpeb=ol^aI
pebkwebk=RNUMMNI
dr^kdalkd=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=QR^
TLX:=QOMPMV=_l`pw=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MTRRJOOUUOUU
FAX:=EUSF=MTRRJOOPVPUP
POST CODE:=RNUMMN

SHEKOU SUB-BRANCH
NU=q^fwf=ol^aI=pebhlrI
pebkwebk=RNUMSTI
dr^kdalkd=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=QR_
TLX:=QOMOQP=_l`ph=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MTRRJSUNNUQUI

SUNROMU
FAX:=EUSF=MTRRJSUNNUQV
POST CODE:=RNUMST

qf^kgfk=`fqv

TIANJIN BRANCH
UM=gfbc^kd=kloqe=ol^aI
qf^kgfk=PMMMQMI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=OMM
TLX:=OPOPP=qg_l`=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MOOJOTNMOPMNI

OTNMOPOV
FAX:=EUSF=MOOJOPPNOUMVI

OTNMOPNR
POST CODE:=PMMMQM

TANGGU BRANCH
OV=alkd=qfkd=irI=b`kljf`=^ka
qb`eklildf`^i=absbilmjbkq
^ob^I=qf^kgfk=PMMQRTI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=ON^
TLX:=OPNUR=_l`qd=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MOOJORPONQQR
FAX: EUSF=MOOJORPONQQR
POST CODE:=PMMQRT

qf_bqG

TIBET BRANCH
OU=ifkhrl=uf=irI
ie^p^=`fqvI=URMMMMI=qf_bqGI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=VMM
TLX:=SUMMU=ip_l`=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MUVNJSUPRMTU
FAX:=EUSF=MUVNJSUPRMTU
POST CODE:=URMMMM

ufkgf^kd=rfdroG

XINJIANG BRANCH
PQP=gfbc^kd=k^k=irI
rorjnf=UPMMMOI
ufkgf^kd=rfdroGI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=TSM
TLX:=TVNTM=_l`ug=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MVVNJOSNROMO
FAX:=EUSF=MVVNJOUOUSNV
POST CODE:=UPMMMO

KASHI SUB-BRANCH
NVQ=obkjfk=alkd=irI
h^pef=UQQMMMI
ufkgf^kd=rfdroGI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g^TT^
TEL:=EUSF=MVVUJOUORSSU
FAX:=EUSF=MVVUJOUONORT
POST CODE:=UQQMMM

vrkk^k=molsfk`b

YUNNAN BRANCH
RNR=_bfgfkd=ol^aI
hrkjfkd=SRMMRNI
vrkk^k=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=SQM
TLX:=SQMPQ=hj_kh=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MUTNJPNTRRRS
FAX:=EUSF=MUTNJPNUUVTS
POST CODE:=SRMMRN

webgf^kd=molsfk`b

ZHEJIANG BRANCH
POM=v^k �k=ol^aI
e^kdwelr=PNMMMSI
webgf^kd=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=VNM
TLX:=PRMNV=_l`ew=`k
TEL: EUSF=MRTNJTMTTVVS
FAX:=EUSF=MRTNJTMTQUPT
POST CODE:=PNMMMS

NINGBO BRANCH
NPV=v^lufkd=gfbI=kfkd_l=PNRMMMI
webgf^kd=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=VO^
TLX:=PTMPV==k__l`=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MRTQJTNVSSSS
FAX:=EUSF=MRTQJTNVUUUV
POST CODE: PNRMMM

SHAOXING BRANCH
OMN=jfaaib=obkjfk=ol^aI
pe^lufkd=PNOMMMI
webgf^kd=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=VOa
TLX:=PTQOV=_l`pu=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MRTRJRNNNPPP
FAX:=EUSF=MRTRJRNPQQMR
POST CODE:=PNOMMM

WENZHOU BRANCH
NNP=`e^k=pqobbqI=tbkwelr=PORMMMI
webgf^kd=molsKI=`efk^
SWIFT:=_h`e=`k=_g=VO_
TLX:=PTNNM=tw_l`=`k
TEL:=EUSF=MRTTJUORVUNT
FAX:=EUSF=MRTTJUOSONUR
POST CODE: PORMMM

G=obcbop=ql=^rqlkljlrp
obdflk
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_^kh=lc=`efk^
elkd=hlkdJj^`^r
obdflk^i=lccf`b

NQLcI=_^kh=lc=`efk^=qltboI
N=d^oabk=oaKI
elkd=hlkd
TEL:=EUROF=OUOSSNNN
FAX:=EUROF=OUTTMVUS

BANK OF CHINA
HONG KONG BRANCH
_^kh=lc=`efk^=qltboI
N=d^oabk=oaKI
elkdhlkd
TEL:=EUROF=OUOSSUUU
FAX:=EUROF=OUNMRVSP
http: LL=ïïïKÄ~åâçÑÅÜáå~KÅçã

BANK OF CHINA
MACAU BRANCH
_^kh=lc=`efk^=_rfiafkdI
^sbkfa^=alrqlo=j^ofl
pl^obpI=j^`^r
TEL: EURPF=TUNUOU
FAX:=EURPF=TUNUPP
E-MAIL:=ÄçÅã~Å~ì]ÅíãKåÉí

NANYANG COMMERCIAL BANK
LTD.
NRN=abp=slbru=ol^a
`bkqo^iI
elkd=hlkd
TEL: EUROF=OUROMUUU
FAX:=EUROF=OUNRPPPP
http: LL=å~åó~åÖKÄçÅÖêçìéKÅçã

KWANGTUNG
PROVINCIAL BANK, HK BRANCH
NPJNQ=`lkk^rdeq=ol^a
`bkqo^iI=elkd=hlkd
TEL:=EUROF=OUQNMQNM
FAX:=EUROF=OUQRVPMO
http: LL=ïïïKâéÄJÜâKÅçã

SIN HUA BANK LTD.,
HONG KONG BRANCH
O^=abp=slbru=ol^a
`bkqo^iI=elkd=hlkd
TEL:=EUROF=ONSMUUUU
FAX:=EUROF=OURQORVS

CHINA & SOUTH SEA BANK
LTD., HONG KONG BRANCH
NPS=abp=slbru=ol^a
`bkqo^iI=elkd=hlkd
TEL:=EUROF=ONPUSMMU
FAX:=EUROF=ONPUSMMV
http: LL=ÅëëÄKÄçÅÖêçìéKÅçã

KINCHENG BANKING
CORPORATION
RR=abp=slbru=ol^a
`bkqo^iI=elkd=hlkd
TEL: EUROF=OUQPMOOO
FAX:=EUROF=OUQRMNNS
http: LL=âáåÅÜÉåÖKÄçÅÖêçìéKÅçã

CHINA STATE BANK LTD.,
HONG KONG BRANCH
PVJQN=abp=slbru=ol^a
`bkqo^iI=elkd=hlkd
TEL:=EUROF=OUQNVPPP
FAX:=EUROF=OUQRMRUQ

NATIONAL COMMERCIAL BANK
LTD., HONG KONG BRANCH
NJP=tvkae^j=pqobbqI
`bkqo^iI=elkd=hlkd
TEL:=EUROF=OUQPOUUU
FAX:=EUROF=OUNMQSPQ
http: LL=å~íÅçãÄ~åâKÄçÅÖêçìéKÅçã

YIEN YIEH COMMERCIAL BANK
LTD., HONG KONG BRANCH
OPUJORO=abp=slbru=ol^a
`bkqo^iI=elkd=hlkd
TEL:=EUROF=ORQNNSMN
FAX: EUROF=ORQNQMPT

PO SANG BANK LTD.
TN=abp=slbru=ol^aI
`bkqo^iI=elkd=hlkd
TEL:=EUROF=OUQPSNNN
FAX:=EUROF=OUNMNNOS

HUA CHIAO COMMERCIAL BANK
LTD.
UUJVU=abp=slbru=ol^a
`bkqo^iI=elkd=hlkd
TEL:=EUROF=ORQOVUUU
FAX:=EUROF=ORQPQMPR
http: LL=ÜÅÅÄKÄçÅÖêçìéKÅçã

CHIYU BANKING CORP. LTD.
TU=abp=slbru=ol^a
`bkqo^iI=elkd=hlkd
TEL:=EUROF=OUQPMNNN
FAX:=EUROF=OUNMQOMT
E-MAIL:=ÅÜáóì]ÄçÅÖêçìéKÅçã

BANK OF CHINA CREDIT CARD
(INTERNATIONAL) LTD.
OMLcI=_l`=`obafq=`^oa=`bkqobI
SU=`lkk^rdeq=ol^a=tbpqI
elkd=hlkd
TEL:=EUROF=OURPUUUU
FAX:=EUROF=ORQNRQNR
http: LL=ïïïKÄçÅáKÅçãKÜâ
E-MAIL:=áåèìáêó]ÄçÅáKÅçãKÜâ

BANK OF CHINA GROUP
INSURANCE CO., LTD.
VLc=tfkd=lk=elrpbI=TN=abp
slbru=ol^a=`bkqo^iI=elkd
hlkd
TEL:=EUROF=OUSTMUUU
FAX:=EUROF=OROONTMR

BOC GROUP LIFE
ASSURANCE CO., LTD.
PPLc=_^kh=lc=`efk^
qltboI
N=d^oabk=ol^aI
elkd=hlkd
TEL:=EUROF=OUSOVUVU
FAX:=EUROF=OUSSMVPU

SUN CHUNG ESTATE CO.,
LTD.
QPLcI=_^kh=lc=`efk^
qltboI
N=d^oabk=ol^aI
elkd=hlkd
TEL:=EUROF=OUOSSSOU
FAX:=EUROF=OUNMRMVO

_l`=fkqbok^qflk^i

eliafkdp=iqaK

PRLcI=_^kh=lc=`efk^
qltboI
N=d^oabk=ol^aI
`bkqo^iI=elkd=hlkd
TEL:=EUROF=OOPMUUUU
FAX:=EUROF=ONQTVMSR

BOCI ASIA LTD.
PRLcI=_^kh=lc=`efk^
qltboI
N=d^oabk=ol^aI
`bkqo^iIeh
TEL:=EUROF==OOPMUUUU
FAX:=EUROF=OROOSTVT

_l`f=obpb^o`e=iqaK
PRLcI=_^kh=lc=`efk^
qltboI
N=d^oabk=ol^aI=`bkqo^iI
elkd=hlkd
TEL:=EUROF=OOPMUUUU
FAX:=EUROF=ONQTVRNP

_l`f=pb`rofqfbp=iqaK
ONLcI=`bkqo^i=qltboI=OU
nrbbkDp=ol^a=`bkqo^iI=eh
TEL:=EUROF=OUSTSPPP
FAX:=EUROF=OROQTPOT

_l`f=`ljjlafqfbp=C
crqrobp=iqaK
ONLcI=`bkqo^i=qltboI
OU=nrbbkDp=ol^a=`bkqo^iI
elkd=hlkd
TEL:=EUROF=OUSTSPPP
FAX:=EUROF=OROQTPOT

BOCI ASSET MANAGEMENT
LTD.
OTLcI=_^kh=lc=`efk^

Major Members of BOC Group in Hong Kong and Macau

qltboI
N=d^oabk=ol^aI=`bkqo^iI
elkd=hlkd
TEL:=EUROF=OMUMUMMM
FAX:=EUROF=ONRNMVSU

_l`f=afob`q=fksbpqjbkq
j^k^dbjbkq=iqaK
PRLcI=_^kh=lc=`efk^
qltboI
N=d^oabk=ol^aI`bkqo^iI
eh
TEL:=EUROF=OOPMUUUU
FAX:=EUROF=OUNMVTQN

BOCI CAPITAL LTD.
PRLcI=_^kh=lc=`efk^
qltboI
N=d^oabk=ol^aI=eh
TEL:=EUROF=OOPMUUUU
FAX:=EUROF=OUTTMMVS

BOCI INVESTMENT LTD.
PRLcI=_^kh=lc=`efk^
qltboI
N=d^oabk=ol^aI=eh
TEL:=EUROF=OOPMUUUU
FAX:=EUROF=OROOSTVT

BOC GROUP TRUSTEE
CO., LTD.
OTLcI=_^kh=lc=`efk^
qltboI
N=d^oabk=ol^aI=eh
TEL:=EUROF=OOUMUMMM
FAX:=EUROF=ORNSSRTP

BOCI-PRUDENTIAL ASSET
MANAGEMENT LTD.
OTLcI=_^kh=lc=`efk^
qltboI
N=d^oabk=ol^aI=eh
TEL:=EUROF=OOUMUMMM
FAX:=EUROF=ONRNMVSU

BOCI-PRUDENTIAL
TRUSTEE LTD.
OTLcI=_^kh=lc=`efk^
qltboI
N=d^oabk=ol^aI=eh
TEL: EUROF=OOUMUMMM
FAX:=EUROF=ORNSSRTP
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^pf^Jm^`fcf`=obdflk
Ebu`irafkd=elkd=hlkd=C
j^`^rF

SINGAPORE BRANCH
Q=_^qqbov=ol^a=pfkd^mlob=MQVVMU
SWIFT:=_h`epdpd
TLX:=op=OPMQS=_h`efk^
TEL:=ESRF=RPROQNN
FAX:=ESRF=RPQPQMN

SOUTH SUB-BRANCH
OM=j^utbii=ol^a=@MNJMN
j^utbii=elrpbI=pfkd^mlob
MSVNNP
TEL:=ESRF=OOPPQSS
FAX:=ESRF=OOPSSMN

NORTH SUB-BRANCH
NPP=jfaaib=ol^a=_l`=mi^w^
pfkd^mlob=NUUVTQ
TEL:=ESRF=UPOUNMU
FAX:=ESRF=PPUONSR

KATONG SUB-BRANCH
NUUJNVO=b^pq=`l^pq=ol^a
pfkd^mlob==QOUUVU
TEL:=ESRF=QQMOQQM
FAX:=ESRF=PQQMTPT

BANK OF CHINA
(MALAYSIA) BERHAD
dolrkaI=jbww^kfkbI=CN ëí=cilloI
mi^w^=lphI=OR=g^i^k=^jm^kdI
RMQRM=hr^i^=irjmroI=j^i^vpf^
S W I F T :=_h`ejvhi
TLX:=j^PMTPP=_h`ejv
TEL:=ESMPF=ONSOSSPP
FAX:=ESMPF=ONSNRNRM

SYDNEY BRANCH
PVJQN=vloh=pqobbq=pvakbv
kK=pK=tK=OMMM=^rpqo^if^
TLX:=NTTMPP=_l`pva=^^
TEL:=ESNOF=VOSTRNUU
FAX:=ESNOF=VOSONTVQ
E-MAIL:=ÄçÅëóÇ]ÄáÖéçåÇKÅçã

HAYMARKET BRANCH
SUN=dblodb=pqobbq=pvakbv
kK=pK=tK=OMMM=^rpqo^if^
TLX:=NTTMPP=_l`pva=^^
TEL:=ESNOF=VONOPUTT
FAX:=ESNOF=VONOPVSO

MELBOURNE BRANCH
OTM=nrbbk=pqobbq=jbi_lrokb
sf`=PMMM=^rpqo^if^
TLX:=PMMSO=_l`ji_
TEL:=ESNPF=VSMOPSRR
FAX:=ESNPF=VSMOPPUP

PARRAMATTA OFFICE
ibsbi=O=pelm=ONMQI=tbpqcfbia
pelmmfkd=qltk=m^oo^j^qq^
kK=pK=tK=ONRM=^rpqo^ii^
TEL:==ESNOF=VUVPUUPP
FAX:==ESNOF=VSUTOVNV

TOKYO BRANCH
_l`=_iad=PJQJN^h^p^h^=jfk^qlJhr
qlhvl=NMTMMROI=g^m^k
TLX:=_l`qh=gOONRT
TEL:=EUNPF=PRMRUUNU
FAX:=EUNPF=PRMRUUSU

OSAKA BRANCH
_l`=_iad=NJNJPR
hfq^elofb=kfpef=JhrI=lp^h^=RRMI
g^m^k
TLX:=MROOORUU_l`lpg
TEL:=EUNSF=SRPVPSSS
FAX:=EUNSF=SRPUNNTT

YOKOHAMA BRANCH
pf_bo=ebdkbo=_iadI=UVJN
v^j^pefq^=`elr=k^h^Jhr
vlhle^j^=`fqv=OPNI=g^m^k
TEL:=EUNQRF=SSPOOUU
FAX:=EUNQRF=SSPUSUU

BANK OF CHINA
(KAZAKHSTAN)
OMTI=pqoK=dldliI=QUMMVSI=^ij^qvI
obmr_if`=lc=h^w^hepq^k
S W I F T :=_h`ehwh^
TEL:=ETPOTOF=RURRNM
FAX:=ETPOTOF=RURRNQI

RMNUVS
E-MAIL:=ÄçÅ]áííÉKâò

SEOUL BRANCH
OMíÜ=cilloI=vlrkd=mllkd
_iadK=PP=pblifkJalkdI=`elkdolJdr
pblri=NNMJTROI=hlob^
TLX:=hOPUSN
TEL:=EUOOFPVVSOTOLVO
FAX:=EUOOFPVVSOSRLSS

BANGKOK BRANCH
NTVLQ=_^kdhlh=`fqv=qltboI
plrqe=p^qelok=oaKI=qrkdj^e^jbhI
p^qeolkI=_^kdhlhI=NMNOM=qe^fi^ka
SWIFT ADD:=_h`eqe_h
TLX:=UNMVM=_l`_hh=qe
TEL:=ESSOF=OUSNMNM
FAX:=ESSOF=OUSNMOM
E-MAIL:=ÄçÅÄââ]ã~áäKÅëÅçãëKÅçã

HO CHI MINH CITY BRANCH
NQ`=`^`e=j^kd=qe^kd=q^j=pqKI
afpqo`q=NI=el=`ef=jfke=`fqvI
sfbqk^j
TLX:=UNPOOS=_l`=e`j=sq
TEL:=EUQUF=UOOMROO

FAX:=EUQUF=UOOMRNV
E-MAIL:=ÄçÅÜÅãÅ]ÜÅãKÑéíKîå

THE KWANGTUNG PROVINCIAL
BANK SINGAPORE BRANCH
SM=`b`fi=pqobbqI=hm_=_rfiafkdI
pfkd^mlob=MQVTMV
SWIFT:=htm_pdpd
TLX:=opOSNSS=hm_p_
TEL:=ESRF=OOPVSOO
FAX:=ESRF=OORVVTM

brolmb^k=obdflk

LONDON BRANCH
VMI=`^kklk=pqobbqI
ilkalk=b`Qk=Se^I=rKhK
SWIFT:=_h`ed_Oi^
TLX:=UUNOVNP=_h`ef=d
TEL:=EQQOMF=TOUOUUUU
FAX:=EQQOMF=TSOSPUVO

WEST END BRANCH
NMT=pe^cqbp_rov=^sbK
ilkalk=tNa=Ra^I=rKhK
TLX:=UUNOVNP=_h`ef=d
TEL:=EQQOMF=TQPTRVTR
FAX:=EQQOMF=TTPQNTMQ

MANCHESTER BRANCH
STJSV=jlpibv=pqobbq
j^k`ebpqbo=jO=Pg_I=rKhK
TLX:=SSVNST=_h`efj=d
TEL:=EQQNSF=NOPSUPMO
FAX:=EQQNSF=NOOUMOUR

GLASGOW BRANCH
QRMI=p^r`efbe^ii=pqobbq
di^pdlt=dO=PgaI=rKhK
TLX:=TTVTUQ=_h`efd=d
TEL:=EQQNQF=NPPOPPRQ
FAX:=EQQNQF=NPPOSTOU

BIRMINGHAM BRANCH
PPI=elopb=c^foI
_fojfkde^j=_N=NaaI=rKhK
TLX:=PPUQMU=_h`ef_=d
TEL:=EQQNOF=NSOOTMMO
FAX:=EQQNOF=NSOOTMUO

LUXEMBOURG BRANCH
PTLPV=_lribs^oa=mofk`b=ebkof=iJ
NTOQ=irubj_lrod
mKlK_lu=NNQ=iJOMNN=irubj_lrod
TLX:=PRQS=`erkd=ir
TEL:=EPROF=OONTVNI

QSSTVNN
FAX:=EPROF=OONTVR
http: LL=ïïïKÄ~åâJçÑJÅÜáå~KÅçãLäìL
E-MAIL:=ÄçÅäìñë~]éíKäì

PARIS BRANCH
ROLRO=_fpI=orb=i^ccfqqbI
TRMMV=m^ofpI=co^k`b
TLX:=OUN=MVM=_a`pm
TEL:=EPPNF=QVTMNPTM
FAX:=EPPNF=QVTMNPTO
E-MAIL:=ÄèÇÉÅÜå]ã~ÖáÅJÑê

Major Overseas Networks
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AGENCE ITALIE
NNI=mi^`b=aDfq^ifb
TRMNP=m^ofpI=co^k`b
TEL:=EPPNF=QRUOUTNM
FAX:=EPPNF=QRURTQQV

FRANKFURT BRANCH
_l`hbkebfjbo=i^kapqo^ppb=PVI=SMPOR
co^khcroq=^j=j^fk=dboj^kv
TEL:=EQVSVF=NTMMVMM
FAX:=EQVSVF=NTMMVMRM
http: LL=ïïïKÄçÅÑÑãKÅçã
E-MAIL:=ëÉâêÉí~êá~í]ÄçÅÑÑãKÅçã

HAMBURG BRANCH
o^qe^rpj^ohq=RI
OMMVR=e^j_rodI=dboj^kv
TEL:=EQVQMF=PPVMOM
FAX:=EQVQMF=PPVMOP

MILAN BRANCH
sf^=p^kq^=j^odebofq^I=kKNQLNS=OMNON
jfi^klI=fq^iv
TLX:=POSMNN
TEL:=EPVMOF=USQTPN
FAX:=EPVMOF=UVMNPQNN

BANK OF CHINA INTERNATIONAL (UK)
LIMITED
PQLcI=N=`^k^a^=pnr^obI=`^k^ov
te^ocI=ilkalk=bNQ=R^^I=rKhK
TEL:=EQQOMF=TSSNUUUU
FAX:=EQQOMF=TSSNUUTTI

TSSNUURM
E-MAIL:=ÅçêéÑ]ÖäçÄ~äåÉíKÅçKìâ

BANK OF CHINA (ELUOSI)
cillo=SJTI=jlp_rpfkbpp=`bkqboI=klKTOI
molpmb`q=jfo^I=NOVNNM=jlp`ltI=orppf^
TLX:=QNPVTP=_l`o=or
TEL:=ETMVRF=TVRMQRS
FAX:=ETMVRF=TVRMQRQ
E-MAIL:=ÄçÅêì]çåäáåÉKêì

BUDAPEST REPRESENTATIVE OFFICE
_^kh=`bkqboI
T=pw^_^ap^d=qboI=NMRQ=_ra^mbpqI
erkd^ov
TEL:=EPSNF=PMOVMMS
FAX: EPSNF=PMOVMMV
E-MAIL:=ÄçÅÄé]éêçåÉíKÜì

^jbof`^k=obdflk

NEW YORK BRANCH
QNM=j^afplk=^sbkrb
kbt=vlohI=kv=NMMNT=rKpK^K
SWIFTW=_h`erpPP
TLX:=QOPSPR_h`ef=rf
TEL:=EONOF=VPRPNMN
FAX:=EONOF=RVPNUPN
http: LL=ïïïKÄçÅìë~KÅçã

NEW YORK CHINATOWN BRANCH
QO=b^pq=_ol^at^v
kbt=vlohI=kv=NMMMO=rKpK^K
SWIFT:=_h`erpPP`qu
TLX:=QOPSPR_h`ef=rf
TEL:=EONOF=VOROPRR
FAX:=EONOF=QPNSNRT
http: LL=ïïïKÄçÅìë~KÅçã

LOS ANGELES BRANCH
QQQ=plrqe=ciltbo=pqobbqI
PVíÜ==cilloI=ilp=^kdbibpI
`^=VMMTN=rKpK^K
SWIFT:=_h`erpPPi^u
TLX:=NUUNOT_l`i^=rq
TEL:=EONPF=SUUUTMM
FAX:=EONPF=SUUMNVU
http: LL=ïïïKÄçÅìë~KÅçã

GRAND CAYMAN BRANCH
mKlK_lu=PMVVR=pj_
mbkqelrpbI=mf``^afiiv=`bkqobI
dlbodb=qltkI=do^ka=`^vj^kI
`^vj^k=fpi^kapI=_K=tK=fK
TEL:=ENPQRF=VQROMMM
FAX:=ENPQRF=VQROOMM
E-MAIL: ÄçÅÅâóâó]Å~åÇïKâó

PANAMA BRANCH
mKlK_lu=UTJNMRSI=wlk^=TI
`^iib=j^krbi=jK=f`^w^=klKNQI
m^k^j^I=obmr_if`=lc=m^k^j^
TLX:=OUSS=_h`e=md
TEL:=ERMTF=OSPRROO
FAX:=ERMTF=OOPVVSM
E-MAIL:=ÜÉèê]Ä~åâJçÑJÅÜáå~KÅçã

BANK OF CHINA (CANADA)
_`b=mi^`bI=NSN=_^v=pqobbqI
mKlK_lu=SNOI=prfqb=PTQMI=qlolkqlI
lkq^oflI=`^k^a^=jRg=OpN
SWIFT:=_h`e`^qq
TLX:=MSONTRVU=_l``=qlo
TEL:=EQNSF=PSOOVVN
FAX:=EQNSF=PSOPMQT
E-MAIL:=ÄçÅÅ~å~Ç~]Å~KÄçÅìë~KÅçã

TORONTO DOWNTOWN BRANCH
PVS=arka^p=pqobbq=tbpqI=qlolkqlI
lkq^oflI=`^k^a^==jRq=NdT
SWIFT:=_h`e`^qq`qu
TEL:=EQNSF=VTNUUMS
FAX:=EQNSF=VTNSRRN

VANCOUVER BRANCH
prfqb=OTMQI=mKlK=_lu=QVOTTI=clro
_bkq^ii=`bkqobI=NMRR=arkpjrfo=pqKI
s^k`lrsboI=_K`KI=`^k^a^=sTu=NiP
SWIFT:=_h`e`^qqs^k
TLX:=MSVRVPMU=_l``=s`o
TEL:=ESMQF=SUPNMUU
FAX:=ESMQF=SUPVOOU

SAO PAULO
REPRESENTATIVE OFFICE
^sbkfa^=m^rifpq^=NPPTJON=^ka^oI
`gK=ONOI=`bm=MNPNNJOMM=p^l=m^rilI
pK=mK=_o^pfi
TEL:=ERRNNF=OUPNMTV
FAX:=ERRNNF=OUPOTPM

^cof`^k=obdflk

BANK OF CHINA   (ZAMBIA)
LIMITED
^j^kao^=elrpbI=_bk=_bii^
ol^aI=irp^h^I=w^j_f^=mK=lK=_lu
PQRRM=irp^h^I=w^j_f^
TLX: QMURS=_l`iph=w^
TEL:=EOSMNF=OOORQNI

OPRPQV
FAX:=EOSMNF=OPRPRMI

OOORQV
E-MAIL:=ÄçÅ]ò~ãåÉíKòã

JOHANNESBURG BRANCH
QNSI=QíÜ=cilloI=plrqe=qltboI
p^kaqlk=pnr^obI=p^kaltkI
p^kaqlkI=plrqe=^cof`^
mK=lK=_lu=TUOSNS=p^kaqlkI=ONQS=op^
SWIFT:=_h`ew^gg
TLX:=QOM=NRM=_`ep^
TEL:=EOTNNF=ROMVSMM
FAX:=EOTNNF=TUPOPPS
E-MAIL:=ÄçÅàÜÄ]áÅçåKÅçKò~


